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THE RISE AND FALL OF OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY 

Today's action assures that the Clean Air Act will be implemented as 
intended by Congress to protect the health of all Americans. It reflects the 
Clinton administration's commitment to fully involve citizens in decisions 
that directly affect them The Quayle Council is out of business. 

EPA Administrator Carol Browner, Jury 8, 1994 

L        INTRODUCTION 

On July 8, 1994, the EPA reproposed the final operating permit regulation which 

implements the permit modification,3 and operational flexiblity4 sections of Title V of the 

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. These sections were hastily assembled, their scope, 

breadth and impact ill conceived by the drafters in the Bush Administration and 

subsequently by Congress in its zeal to revamp the Clean Air Act. Since enactment they 

have been controversial, with industry, states, and environmentalists, filing suit to 

overturn the operating permit regulation proposed by EPA to implement them 

Why have the operational flexibility and the permit modification procedures 

proven so controversial? Are they a "rubric" to provide industry a method by which it 

may overcome permit restrictions and avoid public participation requirements, or a 

method by which industry may rapidly respond to changing market conditions with a 

minimum of regulatory review. This paper seeks to answer these questions as it traces the 

development of operational flexibility and permit modification provisions from the their 

creation in Congress, rise through the EPA rulemaking process, and fall in the Clinton 

Aclrmnistration's reproposal of the operating permit regulation. 
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IL        DEVELOPMENT OF AN AIR PERMIT REQUIREMENT 

A. Call For An Air Permit System 

Commentators have recognized that the pre-1990 Clean Air Act had serious 

defects.7 These included a cumbersome statutory structure, inflexibility and a failure to 

respond to economic concerns. An air permit system, similar to the National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit used to control discharges of pollutants to 

water in the Clean Water Act,8 was proposed for use in the Clean Air Act. The new 

permit system would require sources that discharge pollutants to the atmosphere to obtain 

a permit. It would rely upon fixed term, source specific, state issued permits to regulate 

pollution sources.9 Perceived advantages of the permit system included elimination of 

delay in approval of routine changes through permits rather than by the dual state and 

federal proceedings required to modify a State Implementation Plan (SIP),    referred to 

as the "double key" issue.l1 A permit system had the additional advantage in that it could 

serve as the foundation for a marketable permit system, provide for waivers of certain 

requirements, and allow state permits to take effect unless disapproved by EPA, rather 

than requiring an affirmative showing by EPA. 

A permit system would significantly enhance enforcement by identifying in the 

permit all of the compliance requirements for an emissions source. Regulators would not 

have to resort to the SIP to prove violations.12 Despite the benefits of a federal operating 

permit system, it was not a priority of the either Congress13 or the Reagan 

administration. 

B. The Air Permit System Overshadowed By Other Legislative Initiatives 

The Bush Administration sought to break the eight year logjam on air legislation 

by developing a proposal that was environmentally sound from industry's perspective. The 

key to breaking the political gridlock was the use of a free market approach that gave 
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industry the greatest possible leeway in cutting pollution.15 An air permit program for all 

sources of emissions was not an essential part of tie Bush Administrations core proposal. 

By May 1989, the Bush Administration air legislation proposal was focused on 

three areas; acid ram, urban ozone, and hazardous pollutant,16 The permit provision was 

added after suggestion by an interagency group that a state permitting system similar to 

that used in water pollution control be added to control air emission,17 Under the 

system envisioned, state governments would issue air permits based on »best engineering 

judgment."1 

On Junel2, 1989, President George Bush announced bis administrations proposed 

legislation to amend the Clean Air Act. It contained three goals; to cut sulfur dioxide 

emissions that cause acid rain by almost half, to 10 milhon tons, reduce nitrogen oxide 

emissions by 2 million tons, both by year 2000, cut emissions that cause urban smog and 

ozone in half, and reduce emissions of air toxics. Industry was to be permitted flexibility 

19 
in how it achieves these goals. 

One of the most significant initiatives in the President's proposal was the creation 

of marketable allowances creating a system to trade sulfur dioxide emissions.20 The 

allowance trading proposal allowed maximum flexibility for utilities to achieve acid rain 

reduction, Attention devoted to this proposal dwarfed the other elements of the plan. 

President Bush claimed no pride of authorship, but believed his goal of achieving required 

reductions in the manner most efficient and least costly, had been met.21 

A comprehensive federal operating permit system for sources of air pollution was 

not among the proposals identified by the President in his remarks nor included in the 

22 
White House fact sheet released contemporaneously. 
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President Bush's firs, reference .0 a streamlined permit system was on Jury 21, 

1989, fa his remarks on transmitting fite administrations seven-tifie proposed legislation ,„ 

Amend the Clean Air Act to Congress2 

for air toxics, smog, and acid ram. 

«am Reilly, EPA Administer, stated that new administrative procedures were 

required if goals of improved enforcement, expanded market „pporfimi.es and flexftnhty 

fot state and ,„cal aufitorities were to be me,.« Th. expressed goa. of the air permit «le, 

though no. as "glamorous" as some of fire ofiter provisions, would be .0 pu, an fire 

requirements of the different titles of the bill in one place." 

Attough the administrations proposal now contained an operating permtt 

program, ft lacked specific operational flexibdity provisions to allow sources to make smah 

ceases of emissions, shift among different emission scenarios, or change emissions ftom 

„rose specified in fire permit wfthout proceeding tough , .engffty permit modificafion 

procedure. 
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m.      CLEAN AIR ACT LEGISLATION IN CONGRESS 

A. The Bush Administration's Air Permit Proposal 

'  The Administration's legislative proposal was introdnced in the Honse on Inly 27, 

1989 as KR 3030.26 The operating permit provisions were included in Title IV which 

after some modification would to* become Thle V in the AC as enacted. A sttmmarv of 

* bin, inserted in the Congressional Record by Congress Lent," stated wfth respect 

to Title IV: Permits, 

Thle IV of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1989, would build in 
existing State control of interstate air pollution control agencies 
C^J^requiring those agencies to submit to the Admnu~f 

Epf comprehensive programs for permitting stannary sources. Tins 
cortZsive program is patterned generally after theP~£wC 
tha7now applies to point sources of water pollution under the Clean Water 

Act. 

Section 402(a) of UK 3030, would make it unlawful for any person to operate a 

major source except in compliance with a permit issued by a permitting authority. Major 

sources were defined at section 401 of RK 3030 and included:28 

. any stationary source that has potential to emit 10 tons per year of any hazardous 

air pollutant, or 25 tpy of a combination of pollutants, under section 112, 

. any stationary source or major emitting facility which emits 100 tpy of any air 

pollutant pursuant to section 302, 

. any other source including an area source29 required to have a permit under 

parts C or D of Thle I or any other source designated by regulations: which could include 

sources as small as 10 tpy of vofitile organic compounds in nonattataent areas designated 

extreme, 
- sources under section 111, which established new source performance standards 

(NSPS) for new or modified stationary sources, including buildings, structure, faculties, or 

30 
installation which emits any air pollutant. 
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The EPA Administrator was required to issue regulations within 12 months of the 

enactment of the permit title establishing the minimum elements of a permit program to be 

administered by any air pollution control agency.31 Minimum requirements of a program 

included, "[adequate procedures for public notice including offering an opportunity for 

public comment and a hearing, on any permit application,"32 and authority to make 

available to the public any permit application, compliance plan, permit or monitoring and 

compliance report.33 A single permit could be issued for a facility with multiple 

34 sources. 

The Bush proposal did not include an explicit requirement that state programs 

develop procedures for modifications as it did for applications. It did contain section 

405(a), Transmission and Notice, which requires the permitting authority to transmit a 

copy of each application and permit modification to the EPA Administrator and 

contiguous states who could object to its issuance.35 No time period was specified for 

permitting authority review. EPA had 90 days from receipt of the permit application to 

object to it.36 Neither public notice nor comment was required for modifications under 

section 404(f) or by the procedures in section 405. 

The only basis for a change to an operating permit was provided by section 404(f) 

of H.R. 3030, Less Stringent Requirement37 - an anti-rollback provision - modeled after 

the provision in the CWA,38 which prohibited a modified permit from containing a less 

stringent emission limitation, unless certain requirements were met. Increased emissions 

were allowed if they were were consistent with a demonstration of attainment in the SIP 

and would not interfere with attainment and are offset by emission reductions from 

another permitted facility.39 While section 404 was consistent with the Bush 

administration's desire to use the market system to jegulate air emissions by allowing 

trading of emissions between sources, it was troublesome for industry because it did not 

allow internal netting to offset emissions increases, it made no distinction between large 
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and small emission increases, and required preparation of a lot of paperwork to modify a 

40 
permit with resultant delay for regulatory review. 

B. Through the Congressional Committees 

1. In the House 

The Report of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce on H.R. 3030, 

noted the administration did not provide an estimate of how many sources would be 

affected by the air permitting requirement.42 This significant omission suggests that the 

drafters of the administrations permit title did not envision the scope of the operating 

permit requirement. 

The House Committee recognized stringency as a troublesome area of the permit 

title. States with permit programs would have to conform their programs to the 

requirements of the federal permit program but were not precluded from adopting 

additional consistent requirements43 To the extent state permit programs differed in 

stringency, advantages could be created to attract industry to a particular state. The 

Committee expected EPA to try to avoid allowing a situation to develop where states 

compete against one another by using the CAAAs stringency and to consider this concern 

44 
when it issues regulations and in oversight of State or local programs. 

Minor changes were made by the Committee on Energy and Commerce to the 

Bush administrations permit proposal in HK 3030. Section 402(bX6) was modified to 

• J   45 
require EPA to provide: 

adequate streamlined and reasonable procedures for expeditiousry 
detennining when applications are complete, for processing appUcations for 
public comment and notice, including offering an opportunity for pubhc 
comment and a hearing, and for expeditious review of permit actions, 
including applications. 

This section indicates that its streamlined procedures apply to expeditious review 

of permit »actions", a distinctly different term from "modification" used in section 405 of 

H.R. 3030 which required notice to contiguous states and EPA Was a permit 
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»modification» a form of a permit »action»?   By stating that the expeditious review of 

permit actions also applied to intial applications and renewals, the Committee implied that 

it did not46 

The anti-rollback provision, section 404(f) remained intact. The Committees! 

discussion of the section 404 focused the methods sources could use to meet the no less 

stringent requirements 47 Section 404(f) could be met by showing that the modification 

sought is consistent with a demonstration of attainment or emissions increases are 

compensated by decreases at other facilities. The Committee did not discuss the size of 

the increase that would trigger a modification and application of the no less stringent 

criteria in section 404(f). 

At this point HLR. 3030 still lacked minor permit adjustment and operational 

flexibility provisions. 

2. In the Senate 

Senator Max Bacus, Chairman of the Senate Environment and Public Works 

Subcommittee on Environmental Protection, introduced Senate Bill 1630, on September 

14, 1989, which sought to improve urban air quality, and contained provisions relating to 

mobile sources, nonattainment areas and enforcement, but did not contain the operating 

permit provisions of the Bush administration proposal nor that of KR. 3030. Thisbillwas 

referred to the Committee on Environment and Pubhc Works. He Bush administration 

proposal, introduced by Senator John Chaffee on August 4,1989, did not make it out of 

committee 48 As reported on December 20, 1989 from the Committee of Environment 

and Pubhc Works, Senate BUI 1630 contained seven titles including a Title V-Permits 

i49 
based on the President's Tide IV air permit proposal 

Senate Report 101-288,50 accompanied S.1630 out of committee. It is valuable 

for its discussion of the benefits of a permit system. Benefits of a permit system included 

clarifying source obligations by including them in an air permit, and eliminating delay 

incumbent in changing source obligations through SIP modifications by using permits and 
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placing a strict time limit on EPA permit reviews.51 The permit system would enable the 

public to determine the requirements to which the source is subject. It would facilitate 

emissions trading and close a gap in the in the pre 1990 Act which lacked an explicit 

requirement for sources of air pollution to obtain an operating permit, thereby making it 

consistent with other environmental laws, including the CWA, A and the Resource 

53 Conservation and Recovery Act. 

In its S. 1630 form, Title V-Permits, still contained a serious deficiency, it did not 

address the ability of a source to make small increases or changes in emissions without 

having to proceed through a formal change to the permit and meet the anti-rollback 

provisions. 

Despite this shortcoming, the Report indicated that EPA should develop 

ao^riinistrative mechanisms so that a source may in the course of normal operations, make 

minor changes in production methods or products without the need to apply for a 

modified permit with each change.54 EPA could promulgate permit drafting guidance in 

the future, according to the Senate Report, allowing source requirements to be specified 

for existing and anticipated scenarios.55 The legal basis for such action by EPA was not 

explicitly provided in S. 1630. This guidance would have run afoul of section 353(0(2), S. 

1630's version of the section 404(f) anti-rollback provision. With respect to minor permit 

modifications and operational flexibility, which were not yet included in S. 1630, the 

Senate Report offers little insight. 

Concern over the scope of the anticipated air permit program was expressed in the 

minority views of the Senate Report. Permitting authorities might have to triple the staffs 

needed to administer the permit changes.56  Business productivity would be hindered by 

the permit requirement as each time it wants to change a solvent, increase output to take 

advantage of production capability, or respond to consumer demand, it will have to obtain 

a permit revision.57 "It seems quite clear that the bureacracy responsible for processing 
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these permits will not be able to handle permh revision and issuance without putting the 

n58 
nation's industry in an operational straight jacket." 

C. Senate Adds Operational Flexibility Requirement 

Several amendments to S. 1630 were proposed on the Senate Floor. The Bacus- 

Chafee Amendment 1293 and the Nickles-Heflin-Dole amendments, 1373 and 1456 were 

noteworthy for their operational flexibility and permit modification provisions. 

When passed by the Senate April 3,1990, S. 1630 contained the operational 

flexibility provision from the Bacus-Chafee Amendment No. 1293. It stated:59 

The Administrator shall, by regulation, require that if a permit applicant 
identifies the composition of emissions under the reasonably anUc^ated 
operating conditions of the permitted facility, the permit shall set forth 
eLsion limitations, standards, and other requirements that would apply 
under all such reasonably anticipated operating conditions. 

By inserting this language into S. 1630 the Senate established an express legal basis for the 

EPA to promulgate permit regulations providing for a source to shift emissions among 

various scenarios identified in the permit without having to obtain a permit modification. 

The EPA would be able to devise the guidelines referred to in Senate Report 101-22860 

This provision would become known as the alternative scenario method of providing 

operational flexibility. 

A second method of ensuring operational flexibility was added to S. 1630 by 

Amendment 1293, section 354(eX2): 

The Administrator shall, by regulation, require that emission limitations 
contained in permits, as well as other permit terms, provide the owner or 
operator of a facility the flexibility to make changes m the operation of the 
facility that might shift permitted emissions from one source to another 
within the same facility, as authorized by a permit, without the necessity for 
a permit modification: Provided, That the owner or operator provides the 
Administrator and the permitting authority with advance written notice 
specifying the proposed changes and anticipated emissions effects of such 
changes not less than 30 days prior to making such changes- 
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This section created flexibility by use of internal emission trading or netting. Two 

limitations were evident. A proviso was added that prohibited changes which caused an 

increase in the rate of emissions allowed or total emissions allowed by such permit.62 

Flexibility was limited by the 30 day notice a source was required to give the permitting 

authority before commencing the change. 

Bacus-Chafee modified section 354, Notification to Administrator and Other 

States, requiring for the first time public notice and comment for permit modifications63 

The anti-backsliding language of the Bush proposal was deleted. The requirement for 

public notice and comment for modifications may have been required because section 354 

was changed to allow permit modifications that were contrary to provisions of the SIP 

64 
with concurrence of the EPA Administrator. 

The Nickles-Heflin-Dole (NHD) Amendment, No. 1373, was introduced at the 

behest of the Bush Administration as an alternative to Bacus-Chafee Amendment 1293.65 

Developed in conjunction with EPA and the Department of Justice, it was an attempt to 

revise the permit provisions in the Bush administrations proposed Clean Air Act 

legislation 66 One goal was to provide "critical" operational flexibility to enable 

businesses to make routine changes in facilities, particularly small specialty chemical 

manufacturers, electronics, and aerospace firms.67 Aclministration and industry officials 

feared the permit system, as proposed, would require companies to modify emission 

permits before making routine operational changes that are presently made without 

government oversight. The air permit proposal was understood to effect 50,000 small 

businesses alone 68 Bacus-Chafee, it was feared, would delay permit modifications, 

resulting in lost business opportunity resulting in plant shutdowns 69 Precisely which 

provisions caused this concern were not stated. 

The amendment enjoyed the support of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the 

National Association of Manufacturers70 After it was defeated in a close vote, it was 
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reintroduced in slightly different form as Amendment No. 1456. In explaining the 

differences between this amendment and of Amendment 1293, Senator Nickles stated, 

that we provide in our amendment some operational flexibility for 
companies so they can change some of the various compositions of their 
work product and make those changes. Unfortunately under Bacus-Chafee 
it cannot happen. So if a company [that] produces a wide variety of 
products needs to make some changes, they have to go file a permit 

application. 71 

In hs attempt to provide operational flexibility, NDH proposed to modify section 

354(eX2) of Bacus-Chafee to provide a shorter notice period to permit authorities, seven 

days as opposed to 30, before shifting of permitted emissions from sources within the 

72 facility could be undertaken. 

The NHD amendments contained a requirement at section 35 l(bX6) for: 

Adequate, streamlined and reasonable procedures for expeditiousry 
determining when permit applications are complete, and for processing 
such applications for public notice, including offering an opportunity for 
public comment and a hearing, and for expeditious review of permit 
actions, including applications. 73 

It contained an additional section, 351(bX8), which explicitly required adequate and 

expeditious procedures for permit modification.74 Bacus-Chafee did not contain this 

modification provision. Unlike section 354(aXlXA) of Bacus-Chafee,75 which required 

proposed modifications to receive public comment in addition to comment by states and 

EPA, the NHD amendments did not explicitly require permit modifications undergo 

procedures for public comment or judicial review. The NHD amendments did not even 

provide for "judicial" review of permit applications. Instead review of permit actions, 
if* 

including applications, by an aüninistrative law judge was anticipated. 

A distinction was made in both Bacus-Chafee and the NHD amendments between 

permits that implemented (codifying) and did not change a material aspect of applicable 
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requirements in a SIP from those that did (modifying).77 The codifying permit did not 

have to be forwarded to the EPA for review. Both Bacus-Chafee and the NHD 

amendments allowed modifications of SIPs or applicable requirements if the EPA 

78 Administrator agreed. 

It is difficult to discern if Senate rejection of the NHD amendments consisted a 

rejection of its permitting modification procedures, or reflected dissatisfaction with other 

aspects of the amendments. Senate debate focused primarily on provisions related to 

citizen suits and the Owaltney decision.79 Environmentalists and the State And Territorial 

Air Pollution Program Administrators (STAPPA) opposed the amendments because of 

their provision prohibiting permitting agencies from revising a permit during its five year 
80 

life unless it can be demonstrated that there is actual harm to public health.     The 

amendment was narrowly defeated, (49 yeas, neas 51). 

As passed by the Senate, S. 1630 provided source flexibility by allowing use of a 

single permit for a facility with multiple sources, section 351(d), and incorporated the 

operational flexibility and permit modification language of Amendment 1293. 

The word "revision" in what was to become sections 502(bX6) and 502(bX10) of 

S. 1630 and ultimately the Act, were added in the House without relevant debate by floor 

81 amendments. 

D.  Operational Flexibility and Permit Modification in the Conference 
Committee 

The conference committee formed to resolve the discrepancies between S. 1630 

82 and EK 3030, produced Conference Report 101-952. 

Regarding the permit program stringency issue, the committee report reflected the 

conferees understanding that a state may establish more stringent permitting requirements, 

consistent with Section 116 of the CAA,83 but could not establish permit requirements 

that are inconsistent with the Act, including Title V-Permits. 
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The conference committee modified the operational flexibility section 354(eXl),(2) 

in S. 1630, deleting section 354(eXl), and moving section 354(eX2) to become section 

85 
502(bX 10). State permit programs were now required to have: 

Provisions to allow changes within a permitted facility (or one operating 
pursuant to section 503(d)) without requiring a permit revision, if the 
changes are not modifications under any provision of title I and the changes 
do not exceed the emissions allowable under the permit (whether expressed 
therein as a rate of emission or in terms of total emissions), provided that 
the facility provides the Administrator and the permitting authority with 
written notification in advance of the proposed changes which shall be a 
minimum of 7 days, unless the permitting authority provides a different 
timeframe for emergencies. 

The notice period to permitting authorities was reduced to seven days from the 30 in S. 

1630. The conference committee used "modifications" in section 502(bX10) with the 

meaning conferred in Title I. If the de minimis exception was applied to emissions from a 

source subject to the prevention of significant deterioration requirements imposed by 

section 160 of the Act, the source would be allowed to increase under Title I emissions of 

carbon monoxide by 100 tons per year, nitrious oxides and sulfur dioxide by 40 tpy, 

flourides by three tpy, vinyl chloride by one tpy, without reaching the threshold that 
or 

constituted a modification. 

The Conference Report states that facilities will be authorized to make changes in 

operations without the necessity for a permit revision so long as: 

(i) the changes are not "modifications" under Title I of the Act, 
(ii) the changes will not result in emissions that exceed emissions allowable 
under the permit, and 
(iii) the facility provides EPA and the permitting authority seven days 
written notice in advance of the changes. 87 

The Chafee-Bacus statement of Senate Managers section by section analysis indicates 

that larger changes would be allowed in areas with cleaner air as the definition of 

"modifications" changed with attainment status.88 By enclosing "modification" with 
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quotations, the committee provides yet another indication that modification was used in 

section 502(bX10) of the Act intending its Title I meaning. 

Section 505(a) provided for notice to EPA and permitting authorities of permit 

applications, renewals and modifications.89 Section 505(b) allowed objections to permits, 

which included modifications based on section 505(a), by any person based on objections 

raised in the public comment period. It is unlikely that these provisions were construed by 

the conference committee as a requirement for public notice and comment on small 

changes to permits. "The conference agreement requires each permitting authority to 

transmit to the EPA a copy of certain permit documents for review in connection with 

each permit application." In addition, permtting authorities were required to transmit each 
90    TU 

permit application and proposed permit to states within 50 miles of the source.     The use 

of modification in section 505(a), may be a remnant of the earlier provisions in S. 1603, 

section 354,91 and H.R. 3030, section 405,92 on transmission and notification to EPA 

and adjoining states, that would have allowed permit modifications to change SIP 

provisions. 

Modification may have been used consistent with Congress' understanding of its 

Title I meaning in section 505(a). A source undergoing a "modification" would under 

Title I be required to undergo new source review or utilize the emission control measures 

applicable to a new source 93 There is a certain logic then in treating "modifications" in 

the same manner as renewals or permit applications. Under this interpretation, increases 

of sulfur dioxide would be limited to the 40 ton per year de mtnimis threshold before state 

or EPA concurrence was necessary 94 It is logical that increases which are already limited 

by regulation would not need to be subject to the same scrutiny as modifications. Absent 

geographic or atmospheric conditions that would make such review productive, it seems 

unlikely that an adjoining state or the EPA Administrator would desire to review every 

permit change that did not rise to the level of a "modification" under Title I. 
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Expeditious review of permit actions, including applications, renewals or revisions, 

was now required by section 502(bX6). The committee did not provide a reason for the 

use of "revision» as opposed to »modification» in this section. Discussion of section 

95 
502(bX6) focused on judicial review. 

The deletion of section 404, the anti-rollback provision, indicates that Congress 

had dropped its aversions to changes in permit, This left unanswered the question of how 

small changes that increased emissions but did not constitute modifications were to be 

processed, either under section 505(b) procedures or the EPA devised procedures under 

section 502(bX6). A literal interpretation of section 505(a) would encumber source 

flexibility with public notice, comment and procedural delay in obtaining changes to 

accomodate these small increases. 

The House and Senate debates on the Act are not helpful in detennining the size of 

the change required to trigger the permit revision process. Representative Oxley 

commented that many issues had been left to EPA discretion in implementing the Act, 

n96 
including the operational flexibility provision of section 502." 

E. The President's Signing Statement 

Although President Bush voiced pleasure in signing the Clean Air Act 

Amendments, for they contained all the essential features of his original proposal, he 

expressed serious concerns about the cost of the legislation. He President directed the 

EPA Administrator to implement the bffl in the most cost effective manner possible. The 
97 

the permit program would be phased in over time in a non disruptive manner. 
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IV.      INITIATION OF THE RULEMAKTNG PROCESS 

The rulemaking process is formally initiated by the creation of a rulemaking 

docket. EPA established, pursuant to CAA section 307(dX2), rulemaking docket, A-90- 

98 33, for promulgation of the operating permit regulation. 

Only an objection to a rule or procedure raised with specificity during the 

comment period may be raised during judicial review." To preserve the opportunity for 

judicial review, industry, states, and environmentalists must identify all objections during 

the rulemaking process.100 This accounts for the nearby 500 submissions to EPA during 

the comment period. * 

Given the ambiguity surrounding the permit modification requirements in sections 

502(bX6), and 505 of the Act, and the express delegation of authority in section 

502(bX10), the EPA Adrninistrator enjoys discretion and deference in developing the 

regulations to implement these sections under Chevron,1UZ Rep. Norman Lent co- 

sponsor of H.R. 3030 said of the Clean Air Act amendments, "It's no secret, as you read 

them, these amendments are full of ambiguities and generalities, many of them intentional, 

some unintentional"103 If the Title V program was broader and more expensive than the 

White House preferred, the damage could be mitigated through use of discretion in the 

rulemaking process. 

EPA had four objectives for the permit system, make the Act readily enforceable, 

gather information necessary to protect the environment, provide a clear emissions 

baseline to facilitate emissions trading, and encourage the states to raise fees necessary to 

support the permit program.104 EPA makes no mention of providing operational 

flexibility to sources, despite the express provision appearing in the Act. It appeared to 

view the permit requirement exclusively as an enforcement tool despite the fact that the 

permit requirement was never thought of exclusively in those terms. 

Section 502(b) of the Act tasked the EPA Aclrmnistrator to promulgate regulations 

within 12 months of November 15,1990, establishing the minimum elements of air 
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pollution permit programs to be administered by any state or local air pollution control 

agency.105 EPAs operating permit regulations would not directly impact sources of air 

pollution, but would apply to states and local air pollution authorities, who would devise 

regulations to implement this federal permit program Sources would obtain permits from 

the states who were required to incorporate the Act's enumerated elements. Required 

elements included: 

-use of standard application forms, section 502(bXl), 
107 

-monitoring and reporting requirements, section 502(bX2), 

-a fee of $25 per ton of each regulated pollutant, or such other amount as the 

108 
Administrator finds reasonable, section 502(bX3), 

109 
-permits issued for a fixed term not to exceed five years, section 502(bX5XB), 

-streamlined procedures for expeditiously determining when applications are 

complete, procedures for public notice, including offering an opportunity for public 

comment and a hearing, expeditious review of permit actions, including applications, 

renewals, or revisions and opportunity for judicial review in State court of the final permit 

action by the applicant, by any person who participated in the public comment process, 

section 502(bX6),110 and, 

-regulations to allow changes within a permitted facility without requiring a permit 

revision, 502(bX10). 

ITie first draft of the proposed operating permit regulation provided to Roundtable 

members,111 and state and local air quality management districts was dated December 21, 

1990. The importance of these early drafts cannot be overstated. States were on a tight 

schedule and required legislative and regulatory changes to their existing permit programs 
112 

to comply with the EPA program by the statutory deadline of Nov. 15, 1993. 
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V.        APPLICABILITY ISSUES IN THE OPERATING PERMIT REGULATION 

A. What Is A Major Source 

One of the first issues EPA faced was how to calculate the emissions from a 

facility for purposes of determining whether it was a major source. The definition of 

"major source" was critical to determining which sources were required to obtain permits 

and which might be deferred. As defined by EPA in the December draft,       a "major 

source" means any stationary source (or any group of stationary sources located within a 

contiguous area and under common control) that is any of the following: 

(1) A major source as defined in section 112 of the Act: 
(a) For pollutants other than radionuclides, this means any stationary 
source or group of stationary sources located within a contiguous area and 
under common control that emits or has the potential to emit considering 
controls, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year or more of any hazardous air 
pollutant which has been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, or 25 
tons per year or more of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants. 
(b) Such lesser quality as the Administrator may establish by rule. 
(2) A major stationary source as defined in section 302(j) of the Act. Any 
stationary source of air pollutants which directly emits or has the potential 
to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any air pollutant, as determined by 
the Administrator. 

[Under subsection (a), fugitive emissions would not be used to calculate whether the 

source was major unless h belonged to one of the listed categories (2Xa). The list of 

categories included all other stationary source categories regulated under section 111 or 

section 112 of the Act.] 

(3) A major stationary source as defined in Part D of Title I of the Act: 
(a) For ozone nonattainment areas, this is those sources with the potential 
to emit volatile organic compounds of 50 tons or more per year in 
areas classified as "serious," 25 tons or more per year in areas 
classified as severe, and 10 tons or more per year in areas classified as 
"extreme". 
(b) For ozone transport regions, pursuant to section 184 of the Act,... 
sources with potential to emit volatile organic compounds of 50 tons or 
more per year. 
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(c) For carbon monoxide nonattainment areas classified as "serious," this is 
those sources with the potential to emit 50 tons or more per year of carbon 
monoxide. 
(d) For paniculate matter (PM-10) nonattainment areas classified as 
"serious,"... sources with the potential to emit 70 tons per year. 

This definition clearly established that smaller sources would be subject to the permitting 

scheme in nonattainment areas. These areas were generally regulated by SEP provisions 

designed to achieve compliance with NAAQS.   Naturally states with developed permit 

systems would be concerned about the scope of the federal operating permit and its effect 

on their existing SEP programs. The question that remained was how stationary sources in 

contiguous areas would be aggregated. Would dissimilar sources be combined? 

B. Deferral of Nonmajor Sources 

In its December draft, EPA beleived the permitting program must include: 

- Any major source as defined in draft section 70.2; 

- Any source, including an area source subject to a standard or regulations 
promulgated under sections 111 or 112 of the Act; 

- Any source subject to Title TV of the Act - Acid Deposition control, including 
"affected sources," 

- Any source designated by the Administrator pursuant to this section. (This 
section was reserved for future use as the Administrator did not designate any such 
sources.) 

Faced with the prospect of implementing a permit system that could require 

350,000 sources to obtain permits,115 EPA sought to use its discretion to exempt 

nonmajor sources. 

The deferral, proposed in draft regulation 40 C.F.R. § 70.3, was limited in two 

respects.117 It did not automatically apply to sources that qualify as Part 70 sources 

based on emissions of a pollutant for which its area is classified nonattainment. A 

permitting authority would be required to make a showing that deferral will not adversely 

effect the ability of the state to meet its SEP obligations. Nonmajor sources that are 

subject to the new source performance standards (NSPS)1 lö or existing national emission 
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Standards for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAP),119 would still be subject to those 

regulations. For sources that contribute to ozone in a state with a SEP that relies upon 

emission reductions from nonmajor sources to demonstrate attainment, states would have 

120 
to make a showing that deferral was not adverse to meeting the SIP requirements. 

The deferral was justified in the proposed preamble on the basis that it would 

lower the administrative burden on permitting agencies at a critical time, when state 

programs first become effective and are most vulnerable to overload.       Major sources 

now included comparatively small sources, particularly under the NSPS of Title I, 

nonattainment provisions of Title I, and the NESHAPs.122 The permitting requirement 

would disproportionately impact small businesses who lacked legal and technical resources 

necessary to handle a new program. For these reasons, the EPA concluded that permitting 

123 
such nonmajor sources would be unnecessarily burdensome on those sources. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) comments on the draft permit 

regulation reflect a concern that the permit program was overextending itself, it wanted, 

"... a narrower approach to source and pollutant applicability."124 The EPA agreed with 

this assessment regarding source applicability. It proposed to aggregate sources based on 

their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. 

C. The Proposed 40 C.F.R. Part 70 

Consistent with its response to OMB, EPA added language to the definition of 

major source in proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70,125 to utilize the Standard Industrial 

Classification Manual to aggregate sources. The language added, 

A stationary source or group of stationary sources shall be considered as 
part of a single industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities 
at such source or group of sources belong to the same Major Group (Le., 
which have all the same two digit code) as described in the Standard 
Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 
Supplemental... 
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ensured that sources would be combined based on two digit SIC codes. 

The EPA offered states the opportunity to exempt nonmajor source categories 

from the permitting regulation.l27 However states would have to justify the exemption as 

in the inital draft. 

D. Public Comment on the Proposed Rule 

Industry comments generally supported EPAs intent to aggregate emission units at 

a faculty based upon the two digit SIC code of the units. The use of a two digit SIC code 

would avoid the the possibility of considering two dissimilar sources as one source simply 

because of common ownership.128 Precedent existed for their use in the prevention of 

significant deterioration rules.129 Industry believed that basing the definition of a major 

source on all common owned or controlled pollutant emitting activities on contiguous or 
130 

adjacent properties, allows a source to aggregate all emissions and use a bubble. 

Some proposed that equipment used to support the main activity at the site should also be 
131 

considered as part of the same major source regardless of the SIC code. 

One unique concern of the oil industry was that oil production and exploration 

often covers large contiguous properties, in remote locations. Industry representatives 

suggested that these operations be included in a general permit as strict interpretation of 

EPAs proposed SIC aggregation would subject these operations to permit 

132 requirements. 

The waste management industry did not support the use of two digit SIC 

codes.133 Waste facilities often support several distinct activities that are separately 

regulated despite the fact they share space on a single property. Four digit SIC codes 

would allow each activity at the site to have the option of obtaining its own part 70 

operating permit.134 This allows disparate business activities to respond more readily to 

changes in business conditions. 
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The California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, (CAPCOA) believed the 

major source definition could allow a,"... group of sources on the same property and 

under the same ownership to disaggregate sources for the purpose of becoming exempt 

135 under the proposed regulation." 

The deferral of nonmajor sources received overwhelming support from industry 

and states. Some believed the deferral should be permanent unless the EPA determines 

that a specific nonmajor source category should be permitted.       Environmental 
137 

organizations with few exceptions did not denounce the deferral of nonmajor sources. 

The DoD recommended138 that the definition of major source be adjusted to 

account for differences between the military and industry, by adding "or under common 

139 
military control" and an exception to the SIC code for military installations. 

E.   EPA Response 

Commenters overwhelmingly supported the five year deferral of nonmajor sources 

concluded EPA140 In response to comments on the deferral issue, EPA cited the 

statutory authority provided by section 502(a) and concluded that without the deferral 

compliance with permitting requirements would be impracticable, infeasible and 

unnecessarily burdensome on nonmajor source categories. 

Its decision was supported on two grounds. The burden on the permitting 

authority and EPA in the initial stages of the permit program will make permitting 

nonmajor sources impracticable. The second, independent reason supporting deferral, 

according to EPA, was that the requirement to obtain a Title V air permit during the early 

stages of the program would be "unnecessarily burdensome" for nonmajor sources 

disproportionately affected by the administrative difficulties of the permitting 

authorities.141 FPA cit*A Alabama v. Costle. for the proposition that a deferral of the 

applicability of the Act provisions requires far less justification than an outright 
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exemption.142 States were free to accept the deferral or limit it to certain categories of 

143 nonmajor sources. 

In its response to comments on the definition of major source, particularly the use 

of the two digit SIC code, EPA noted that many industry commenters supported its 

use.144 The SIC is not a creation of EPA but of the Office of Management and Budget 

where it is used to standardize statistical data gathering and analysis for the nation's 

economy. The SIC classifies establishments by economic activity to assist in information 

collection and promote comparability in the presentation of statistical data.        If emission 

units at a source have the same two-digit SIC code they are part of the same industrial 

grouping, and subject to part 70. 

Two digit codes are superior to use of three or four digit codes argued EPA They 

are narrow enough to separate sets of activities into common sense groupings, yet broad 

enough to minimize the possibility of artificially dividing up the set of activities that does 

not constitute a plant into more than one group.146 Aggregation by SIC code should be 

done in a manner consistent with established new source review (NSR) procedure, 

examples were provided. 

To support its decision to use the two digit SIC, EPA relied on the major source 

definition in the CAA section 502(a), which defines major source as, "a stationary source 

(or group of stationary sources located within a contiguous area and under common 

control)" that is either a major source as defined in section 112, or as defined in section 

302, or Part D of Title I. EPA emphasized consistency with its past NSR practice, where 

the regulations require all commonly owned or controlled pollutant emitting activities on 

contiguous or adjacent properties to obtain an operating permit if they are within the same 

major (two digit) SIC group.148 Companies involved in oil exploration were relieved 

when EPA provided that emissions from oil and gas exploration or pipeline compressor 

pump or production well shall not be aggregated with emissions from other similar units, 

149 
whether or not such units are in a contiguous area or under common control. 
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Congress was aware of its practice of using SIC codes in determination of major 

sources. EPA cited the RRept. 101-490, as evidence that Congress understood what the 

the term major source meant, a group of sources within a two digit SIC code. It is the 

approach followed by EPA as a result of the Alabama Power litigation, said the 

Committee. It avoids the possibility that dissimilar sources like a power plant and an 

adjacent coal mine would be considered as one source. Congressional reliance upon a 

term for which there is a long standing agency interpretation is strong evidence, said EPA, 

that Congress considers this interpretation permissible, if not mandatory.       EPA would 

later abandon this rationale in its interpretation of the definition of modification in section 

505 of the Act. 

VL      OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY, PERMIT AMENDMENTS, AND 
MODIFICATIONS 

A. What is a Modification 

Industry desired to increase emissions from sources as long as the increases did not 

consitute a Title I modification without having to modify its air permit. It wanted to make 

these changes without delay from permitting authorities who would want time to review 

the proposed changes, and without public notice and comment. This would enable 

industry to quickly respond to market changes.151 The ability to make changes while 

avoiding scrutiny from regulators and public citizens would constitute an additional 

benefit. 

Operational flexibility, in its section 502(bX10) form, was an express requirement 

of state programs.152   It was, however, limited. The proposed flexible source operation 

provision, section 70.6(d) required permitting authorities to issue permits allowing 

changes to a permitted facility without a permit revision if the changes are not 

modifications under any provision of Title I and do not exceed the emissions allowable 

under the penmt.153 The definition of modification was critical to defining the scope of 

operational flexibility provision. 
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A modification under Title I of the Act is any physical change in, or change in the 

method of operation of a stationary source that results in emission of a new pollutant or 

increases existing emissions so as to trigger application of new source performance 

standards (NSPS) under section 111 of the Act154 or new source review under in 

attainment or nonattainment areas under Parts C and D of Title I.        Changes in 

operating rates, number of hours of operation, some fuel changes or raw materials, 

ownership, routine maintenance, repair, or replacement are exempted from this definition 

of modification. *56    Increases in emissions of any hazardous air pollutant or emissions of 

a new pollutant by more than a de rninimis amount would not constitute modifications if 

they can be offset by decreases in the quantity of emissions of another hazardous air 
1 S7 

pollutant from such source which is deemed more hazardous. J   Modification exceptions 

were also provided in NSPS and NESHAPs are similar to the preconstruction review 

158 exemptions in Parts C and D.l 

Thus changes that increased emissions by de rninimis amounts that were not 

modifications under Title 1,159 could qualify for the operation flexibility provision in 

section 502(bX 10). 

EPA, however, proposed to allow state regulations to contain criteria for defining 

which forms of activities constitute modifications under Title 1.160 States, per the EPA, 

may have more expansive definitions of modifications than required under federal law for 

the purposes of imposing Best Available Control Technology (BACT)161 or other new 

source requirements. EPA encouraged states to examine whether they wished to use a 

state or federal definition of modification to require re-permitting. 

Industry would be adversely affected by such a decision, since states could narrow 

the scope of flexibility by decreasing the threshold of a Title I modification. A proposed 

change that would qualify under Title I as a modification requires permit revision and 

would not be processed under section 502(bX10) provisions. For industries operating in 

more than one state, this could mean several different sets of rules. While this was the 
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existing situation under the SJPs. EPA could use the rulemaking to promote uniformity. 

This was never listed as one of EPAs goals or objectives however. 

The state, could according to EPA, rely on federal definitions of modifications 

under Title I while retaining its own definition for imposing new source requirements. 

This could trigger a requirement for dual permits which both state and industry desired to 

avoid. 

B.   Permit Amendments and Modifications 

EPAs December 1990 draft, section 70.2, distinguished between categories of 

permit changes, dividing them into amendments and modifications. 

A permit "amendment" was considered a revision to a permit sufficiently minor in 

nature so that it could be processed informally, without public participation.       It was 

further defined at proposed 40 C.F.R. section 70.7(e), as a minor change in the permit that 

does not substantially affect the source's operation or emissions, or change any significant 

164 regulatory requirement. 

Two types of changes could be treated as permit "amendments." The first included 

those "intrinsically of slight significance" to air quality management, including source 

changes, change in ownership, and changes in obligations involving less than 30 days 

change in compliance schedule."165 These administrative type changes and could be 

made without formauy reissuing the permit. 

A second type of amendment could involve significant aspects of source operation, 

if they had already been subject to source specific scrutiny including public 

participation.167 This provision was designed to include shifts between different 

operating scenarios previously identified in the permit.168 It made no provision for 

changes not provided in advance in the permit that do not rise to the level of modifications 

under Title I of the Act. 
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A permit "modification" as defined in part 70.2 was a revision to a permit, as 

provided in section 70.7, of sufficient importance to merit application for the changed 

portions, of the same acirninistrative procedures as for permit issuance. All permit revisions 

that were not amendments were to be reviewed as modifications. 6   Excluded from this 

definition were changes covered by the preconstruction review process which were not 

considered modifications. 

EPAs early thinking equated changes that were not provided for in the operational 

flexibility provisions as modifications. Examples of modifications, generally more 

substantive changes to conditions in the permit than those of an administrative nature 

proposed as amendments, included source plans to make substantial alterations to a 

facility, changes to activities beyond the original permit, or initiation of new activities 

which would be subject to regulatory requirements other than those originally covered in 

the permit.170 

Modifications required the permittee use the same procedures as for initial permit 

issuance, including EPA review and the opportunity for public comment and hearing. 

C. Public Participation Requirement 

The Act did not specify the size of a change that triggers requirements for public 

participation. Public notice and comment is provided in two places. First, in section 

502(bX6) which states:171 

Adequate, streamlined, and reasonable procedures for expeditiously 
determining when applications are complete, for processing such 
applications, for public notice, including offering an opportunity for public 
comment and a hearing, and for expeditious review of permit actions, 
including applications, renewals, or revisions, and including an opportunity 
for judicial review in State court of the final permit action by the applicant, 
any person who participated in the public comment process, and any other 
person who could obtain judicial review of the action under applicable law. 
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In the December draft, EPA read that part of the clause providing for public 

comment and a hearing conjunctively with the provision providing for expeditious review 

of permit actions, including revisions, and an opportunity for judicial review.   The 

examination of legislative history revealed that the elements in this section developed 

separately as a result of different amendments. The definition of revision was never 

specified. The EPAs broad reading of this section was not favorable to industry. By 

equating "revisions" with "modifications" in section 505(a) of the Act, EPA triggered the 

public comment process to permit changes. This created an issue as to what level of 

public comment and review would be given to increases not amounting to modifications. 

The public participation process as devised by EPA in section 70.7(h)      required 

states to provide for public hearings, if requested, on the permit applications, renewals, 

modifications and reopening, with 30 days notice to the public by prominent 

advertisement, availability of the record including information submitted by the applicant 

and of the permitting authority's analysis of the proposed action, and notification to the 

affected State air permit authorities and the EPA Administrator through the Regional EPA 

Offices.173 

From these provisions it is readily apparent why it was in industry's interest to have 

proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.6 construed as broadly as possible by the EPA and required in 

state permitting programs. Use of section 70.6(d) would preclude application of the 

onerous public notice and comment procedures. For industry the key to flexibility would 

become what procedures would apply to increases that are not modifications and how the 

prohibition of emission increases in section 502(bX10) would be treated. 
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D. Permits to Ensure Flexibility 

To implement source flexibility, EPA suggested that states use three types of 

permits to provide a source with reasonable flexibility and meet the minimum permit 

requirements.174 Requirements that permits had to meet included: precisely defining the 

range of operational parameters allowed by the permit; evaluating and assuring compliance 

under each operating scenario with all requirements of the Act, including identification of 

all applicable limitations, standards and requirements that apply to each emissions unit, so 

as to ensure enforceabffity under each scenario, not allow changes that constitute 

modifications, reconstructions or changes in methods of operation that subject the source 

to review under other programs; and not allow operational changes that increase either the 

•  175 
rate of emissions or total emissions allowed under the permit. 

The first type of permit that complied with these requirements was the permit in 

alternative.176 This permit could list the pollutants and control requirements for the 

anticipated operating scenarios. The permit for a chemical batch processing facility could 

allow for various configurations and operating practices that the facility planned to use. 

This would eliminate the need for obtaining additional approval when the changes are 

made. 

A second permit envisioned was permit by classes of chemicals.        State 

programs could provide that groups of chemicals can be treated interchangeably for 

certain purposes under this permit. One state reported to the EPA that it uses this 

approach in addressing the needs for operational flexibility in permitting extensive tank 

farms providing contract storage of chemical and petroleum products. Control 

requirements were based on five classes of chemicals, allowing the faculty freedom to 

store any chemical in any tank with the required level of control. 

The permit "in anticipation of the most restrictive case" was the last permit type 

proposed by EPA178  This permit can be envisioned as the envelope permit, ft included 

the worst case emission scenario (the potential maximum emissions of the facility), or 
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specific controls or other limitations, including capacity limitation, in the permit. An 

unintended consequence of this permit is that since sources are required to pay permit fees 

based upon emissions potential, a source pays higher fees to obtain flexibility than would 

be warranted based on actual emissions. Large corporations are likely to use this permit 

as they can afford to pay more to obtain the higher Hmits. A disadvantage of this permit 

was that it created a gap between actual emissions and emissions as reflected in the permit. 

This gap would need, according to the EPA, to be accounted for to show attainment and 

179 maintenance of the NAAQS. 

E. Rountable Feedback on the EPA Draft 

States raised stringency concerns. Where state and local permitting agencies have 

more stringent requirements than those required by federal law, states wanted to know if 

these provisions will be enforceable in the federal permit or would a separate second 

•  180 
permit need to be issued? States did not want to issue a second state permit. 

Texas believed that it issued more stringent state permits than those required by 

the federal preconstruction review in Part C and D of Title I of the Act. It wanted the 

option to use more stringent state NSR (for emission increases not triggering federal NSR 

and that would be allowed without revision under section 502(bX10)) to require all 

physical changes, or changes in the method of operation, be authorized by the state before 

the source commenced the change.181 It would then employ a method with minimum 

aclministrative delay such as an amendment to the operating permit, issuance of a general 

permit or use of state exemptions, to meet flexibility requirements. Theoretically this 

proposal could help industry if EPA allowed industry to use the adrninistrative permit 

amendment procedure in the operating permit regulation to incorporate changes made 

under state NSR. 

Another state was concerned that proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(dXl), Flexible 

Source Operation: 
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The permitting authority shall issue permits which allow changes to a 
permitted facility without requiring a permit revision if those changes are 
not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act and do not 
exceed the emissions allowable under the permit 

used the word "shall" in the first line.182 It suggested use of "may" instead but provided 

no authority for this suggestion. This provision was taken almost verbatim from the 

language at section 502(bX10) which similarly employed "shall"183 The state objected to 

the use of "shall" in proposed section 70.7(d) Permit Modifications,"... the State program 

shall contain provisions that allow for changes within a permitted facility without requiring 

a permit revision, if the changes are not modifications under any provision of Title I..." 

Substitution of "shall" with "may," and clarification of modifications under Title I were 

sought. This is indicative of provincial viewpoints advocated by states. 

New Jersey sought to narrow the basis for which a public hearing could be 

required, from "on any reasonable basis"184 to instances where a request "raises 

significant air quality issues for which a hearing would contribute to the permitting 

process."185 This would assist industry to avoid this aspect of the public participation 

process, and coincidentiy the State to avoid hearings based on insignificant issues. 

States were not clear on what type of changes constituted modifications and 

amendments.186 The modification definition, a revision of sufficient importance, did not 

define "sufficient importance." Nor were definitions of "substantial", "scope of original 

permit" or "new activities" provided by EPA in the draft. 

Industry objected to EPAs encouraging states to adopt different definitions of 

"modifications" than set forth in the Act It urged EPA to encourage states to minimize 

187 
the imposition of confusing and conflicting standards. 

The National Environmental Development Association (NEDA) was disappointed 

with the draft regulations.188 Its dissatisfaction was grounded in a "lack of resolve" by 

EPA to assure that state permit programs are streamlined. The draft implies EPA 
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sympathy with states on resolution of even more burdensome issues including 

mmimization of the need for permit modifications prior to routine operational changes. 

EPA will have to rework the proposal to give industry more flexibility in meeting 

189 requirements of the law. l°7 

OMB urged Federal enforceabihty of extra state requirements be limited, EPA 

agreed. It did not believe the Act allowed states to preclude certain protections otherwise 

available to sources, e.g. operational flexibility.190 EPA agreed.191 EPA should take 

comment on potential exemptions for de minimis emissions. EPA had previously dropped 

such a provision on the advice of Donald Elliott, EPA General Counsel. Its response to 

192 
OMB indicated that it may have to revisit this issue. 

VBL     EPAs May 1991 Operating Permit Proposal 

A.   Implementing Operational Flexibility 

Ensuring environmental protection was the paramount goal      of EPAs 

proposed Title V operating permit regulation, 40 C.F.R. § 70.194 Other principles 

included: minimizing small business concerns through use of cost-effective permitting 

techniques, such as general permits, promoting pollution prevention, establishing certainty 

for permitted sources (A Title V permit should articulate a clear road map of source 

obligations to inspire confidence in the system), and allowing flexibility in state programs 

and source permits.195 These goals are indicative of a permit program with an emphasis 

on enforcement, not flexibility. 

EPA attempted to soothe state stringency concerns196 with additional language in 

197 the preamble. y 

Except as necessary to ensure national consistency to support the market- 
based, acid rain allowance trading system, requirements for Title V 
programs are intended to be flexible enough to allow States a reasonable 
range of options in designing their State programs for EPA approval 
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Proposed 40 C.F.R § 70.6(dXl), however, stated that the permitting authority shall issue 
1QQ 

permits that allow changes to a source without requiring a permit revision.       EPA 

would await public comment before deciding the stringency issue. 

Precatory stringency language aside, the proposal offered industry a variety of 

methods to obtain flexibility. First, EPA offered up a permit philosophy that was sure to 

please industry. The most important source of flexibility is the general principle that 

emissions or other practices not specifically prohibited by a permit are allowed if otherwise 

legal under the SIP or federal or State law. Air permits summarize existing restrictions, 

"...the nature of a permit is to allow anything that it does not expressly prohibit."       This 

expression of philosophy would provoke bitter disagreement in the public comment 

period200 

EPA defined and established minimum procedures for four classes of emissions 

changes at sources. Flexibility in its broadest sense, (not restricted to operational 

flexibility under section 502(bX10)) was implemented in the proposed permit regulation in 

two places, proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(d), Flexible Source Operation, and § 70.7, Permit 

• •       201 
Issuance, Renewal Reopenings, Operational Flexibility and Revisions. 

B. Changes That Do Not Require Prior Revision to the Permit 

This category of changes included those that do not run afoul of the terms of a 

permit. Such changes can be made without seeking any revision to the permit terms. It 

202 
became known as the off-penmt change or inherent flexibility change. 

Changes that were anticipated in the permit would not require permit changes 

before being implemented by a source. EPA concluded that when section 502(bX10) 

speaks of changes that do not result in exceedances of the emissions allowable under the 

permit, this means any change that does not violate an express prohibition in the permit is 

allowed.203 Industry would be free to alter its production processes in ways that alter 

production and increase emissioiis unless some term of the permit or other provision of 
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law prohibits the change.204 States were required to issue permits that complied with 

section 502(t>X10). EPA proposed use of the same three types of permits in the preamble 

as it had in the December draft; permit in alternative, by classes of chemicals, and in 

anticipation of the most restrictive case (worst case scenario).205 Permits were required 

to identify reasonably anticipated operating scenarios.206 No permit revision was 

required for shifts between anticipated scenarios. 

In its flexible permit design discussion, EPA proposed a policy for incorporating 

flexibility that is consistent with existing state permitting processes.       This would cause 

controversy because in so doing EPA missed an opportunity to establish uniform national 

requirements. EPA added that the relief provided by operational flexibility is limited in 

several ways, allowing sources flexibility is a way of meeting the applicable requirements, 

not avoiding them, limits must be enforceable, alternative limits can be issued only to the 

extent they are allowed by the underlying applicable requirements/     Finally the degree 

of flexibility may vary with circumstances specific to the source or pollutant. 

EPA used virtually the same language in this discussion on limitations of 

operational flexibility as it had in its December 21, 1990 draft.209   Industry's inability to 

make inroads on the stringency issue, virtually guaranteed that it would seek additional 

venues and forums for its complaints. 

Another source of potential flexibility to industry was added to proposed 40 

C.F.R. § 70.6(dX2) which now provided:210 

If a part 70 source wishes to make a change that would increase any 
emission above a level allowed in the permit, and such change is not a 
modification under any provision of title I of the Act and would not be 
prohibited by any applicable requirement under the Act, then the source 
shall be required to revise its permit pursuant to procedures established by 
the State. Such procedures may provide for maximum operating flexibility, 
provided they meet the requirements set forth under Section 70.7(f). 

While EPA itself did not provide flexibility to sources to make changes that increase 

emissions above the permit, not constituting a Title I modification, it did the next best 
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thing, it allowed states to provide this flexibility in their regulations. From the state 

prespective this had the effect of fostering competition to attract industry. 

C. Minor Permit Amendments 

Minor permit amendments were defined negatively, as changes in facilities that 

result in emissions above what is allowed in the permit but do not rise to the level of 

"modifications" under title I of the Act.211 To understand what a minor amendment is, 

one must understand what it is not; a "modification." EPA explained "modifications" in 

footnote 6 of the preamble.212 While the different types of "modifications" under 

various provisions of the Act were defined, no definition of minor amendment was 

provided. 

EPA noted that CAA section 502(bX6) did not mandate specific procedures to be 

used for making revisions to permits. Section 505 did not state which type of permit 

modifications must undergo EPA review. For source changes that result in emissions 

increases that do not amount to modifications under Title I, EPA proposed an accelerated, 

"streamlined" and "expeditious" review, employing a seven day notice requirement to the 

permitting authority before implantation. 

Proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(f) Minor Permit Amendment-AppHcabihty allowed 

perrrritting authorities to treat any proposed revision to a part 70 permit as a minor permit 

amendment if the proposed revision did not constitute a modification under Title I of the 

Act and complied with all applicable requirements relevant to the source/     Notification 

needed to be given at least 7 calendar days before making the proposed change. Changes 

in emissions, requirements that became applicable as a result of the change, and the 

revised permit language under which the source proposed to operate, had to be 

described.214 

EPA, concerned about stringency, qualified this provision in several ways. first, 

states were not required to include it in their permit programs. "As a matter of poficy" 
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states "should be" encouraged to implement expedited review procedures for these t>pe of 

changes. States could have more expansive definitions of "modification" than required 

under federal law.215 EPA, in footnote six, encouraged states to examine whether they 

wish to use state or Federal definitions of modification under Title I to trigger permitting 

under Title V. 

The EPA straddled the difficult issue of whether an increase that does not amount 

to a modification can utilize the operational flexibility provision, namely implement change 

after limited notice, and left the decision to the states. Leaving this decision to the states 

was contrary to Congress* expressed desire that EPA take care to draft regulations that do 

not facilitate states drafting permit rules to hire business from one another.        Nor did it 

promote certainty for perspective permittees engaged in interstate commerce. 

Given the de minimis exceptions to modifications already existing in law and 

regulations implementing the Act, one might have expected EPA to focus discussion on de 

minimis changes in a discussion of minor permit amendments. 

D. Administrative Permit Amendments 

Administrative permit amendments included correction of typographical errors, 

changes in address, and ownership.217 A significant addition to their use was made by 

using the administrative permit amendment procedure to incorporate requirements from 

preconstruction review permits or exemptions authorized under NSR in an applicable 

implementation plan. As justification, EPA asserted, that the section 502(bX6) permit 

modification procedure would be redundant after the change had proceeded through the 

state NSR process.218 

The changes made pursuant to these procedures could simply be incorporated in 

the permit. They were made without advance notice to the permitting authority nor the 

procedural requirements applicable to a permit modification. Environmental groups 

would object to this because the state NSR procedures offered them less of an opportunity 
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to challenge proposed changes, and the administrative permit amendment procedure did 

not provide them with public notice and comment opportunities. 

Evidence of internal inconsistency at EPA is evidenced by the contradiction 
219 

between EPAs language in the preamble and language in proposed 40 C.F.R §70.7(e) 

which states an a(lrninistrative permit amendment, "shall be made by the permitting 

authority..." EPA retreats from this mandatory tone in the preamble, stating that these 

changes can be handled as aclministrative permit amendments at the discretion of the 

220 permitting authority. 

The decision to allow administrative changes using expeditious procedures, 

excepting the proposal to allow the NSR changes, does not appear to have been a difficult 

decision since these changes by definition have little or no effect on the environment. 

E. Permit Modification 

The third type of permit revision was the permit modification under proposed 40 

C.F.R. § 70.7(d).221 A permit modification included any proposed revision to reflect a 

change at the source that would constitute a modification under any provision of Title L 

except as provided in proposed 40 C.F.R § 70.2(cX5)[A(iministrative permit amendment 

that incorporates into the Part 70 permit requirements from preconstruction review 

permits]. Before a modification to a permit could be issued, the proposed changes would 
222 

be reviewed by the permit authority, submitted to the public and EPA for comment. 

Only the material associated with the actual modification needed to be exposed to review 

and comment. 
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F. Public Comment 

1. Environmental Organizations 

Environmental organizations condemned the EPA proposals to implement 

flexibility as being inconsistent with enforcement. The minor permit modification 

procedure was criticized for not providing for public notice and comment of change, 

EPA violated its responsibility in CAA section 502(bX2) to promulgate regulations 

establishing the minimum monitoring and reporting elements of a permit program, by 

leaving selection of monitoring techniques to the states.223 As authority, one 

organization cited Congress' expressed desire for EPA to develop regulations that 

224 
discouraged competition between the states to hire business. 

The Natural Resources Defense Counsel (NRDC)225 took the offensive statin 

»A troika of provisions - »operational flexibility," "minor permit amendments," and at 

»enforcement shield» - would create a Potemkin Permit Program.»226 NRDC considered 

the EPA's approach "illegal, undemocratic, and fundamentally fraudulent as well as 

i227 atrocious public policy." 

Congress, in CAA section 502(bX10), asserted NRDC, restricted changes without 

triggering permit revision procedures (public notice and comment) to those that do not 

exceed the emissions allowable under the permit. It cannot be construed to allow changes 

to permit terms that are necessary to enforce limitations on emissions from units covered 

by the permit. Construing section 502(bX10) to allow unilateral changes in emission 

Mations and associated requirements is incompatible with Title V enforceabffity 

requirement, Any claim that the proposed seven day period afforded for state objection 

to the change and preserves permit enforceabihty was "a joke." 

A permit that expressed allowable emissions as an ^differentiated sum that might 

be released from units would not be enforceable. By allowing internal pooling (netting), 

EPA would let a source increase emissions from each unit into the pool, then create a 

different set of limitations that the source would argue did not result in an increase. 
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NRDC was attacking the use of a "bubble," a line of argument rejected by the Supreme 

Court in Chevron, by arguing that its use violates the requirement to have enforceable 

permits. Other organizations feared that a source could notify the permitting authority 

that it intends to change operations (with increased emissions) requiring the permitting 

authority to update the permit using administrative procedures, which would not allow for 

228 public notice and comment. 

NRDC dismissed industry arguments that it was unable to anticipate all operating 

scenarios five years in advance in the permit application, as unsupported or misplaced. 

Sufficient operational flexibility was provided to sources through use of the reasonably 

229 anticipated operating scenarios. 

Environmental organizations were even more disturbed by the minor permit 

amendment procedures in proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(f) that allowed sources to increase 

emissions without public notice and comment, provided a Title I modification was not 

triggered. "Streamlined" and "expeditious" procedures they believed must also include 

public notice, including an opportunity for public comment and a hearing, as well as an 

230 opportunity for judicial review. 

NRDC thought the minor permit amendment procedure wholly unauthorized by 

the Act. The legal basis for the illegality argument was best articulated by NRDC. 

Section 502(bX6) of the Act requires "adequate, streamlined, and reasonable procedures" 

covering four categories of activities relating to permit actions: 

-procedures for detennining when applications are complete, 

-procedures for processing applications, 

-procedures for public notice, including offering an opportunity for public 
comment and a hearing; 

-and procedures for expeditious review of permit actions, including an 
opportunity for judicial review in state court of the final permit action by 
the applicant, any person who participated in the public comment process, 
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and any other person who could obtain judicial review ofthat action under 
applicable law. 

EPA had interpreted section 502(bX6) as not establishing clear requirements for public 

participation or permitting authority review of permit revisions. It was clear from the 

language, according to NRDC, nothing in it suggests (emphasis added) that public notice, 

opportunity for comment, agency review, and opportunity for judicial review may be 

dispensed with for permit revisions.231 All of the above provisions were required for 

permit actions and permit actions are expressly defined to include permit revisions. It was 

not reasonable to believe that Congress would condition judicial review on participation in 

a process that EPA was given discretion to eliminate. NRDC cited the anti-rollback 

provisions in S.1630, section 353(fX2) and H.R. 3030, section 404(f) as evidence that 

Congress considered allowing permits to be easily modified or reissued with less stringent 

232 emission limits, and rejected that notion. 

This comment is a distortion of the legislative history. The elimination of the 

stringent anti-rollback provisions, that made no provisions for small increases in emissions 

without securing a permit modification, at the same time the operational flexibility 

provision was added, suggests the opposite conclusion. 

2. Industry Comments 

Virtually every comment from industry defended the minor permit modification 

procedure, cited a need for operational flexibility, and supported EPAs permit 

philosophy.233   Concern regarding the scope of the permit program and EPAs failure to 

require minor permit modifications as an element of state program was also expressed. 

Operational flexibility, industry noted, is not a simple function of a particular 

provision of the Act or regulations, but the result of interplay among a variety of 

provisions, noted industry. These provisions include those that require affirmative 

approval of changes, giving procedural rights to parties other than the permitting agency 

and source (EPA, contiguous states, and the general public) that lengthens the time 
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needed to approve changes, increases uncertainty, and precludes the permitting authority 

234 from waiving requirements. 

A spirited defense of operational flexibility, proposed 40 C.F.R. §70.6(d) and the 

minor permit amendment provisions, § 70.7, based upon the CheyiQjl decision, was 

mounted.235 The linchpin of the minor permit amendment defense was that the Act was 

silent on the procedures required for production changes that will increase emissions over 

levels specified in the permit. In light of Congress1 silence on how EPA should handle 

these types of permit revisions, EPA possessed the authority based on the Cheyifill 

decision to fill gaps in the law. Since the statute did not speak to the exact procedures to 

be used in situations not addressed by section 502(bX10), and section 502(bX6) does not 

prescribe a particular procedure, the Court would be left to decide whether the Agency's 

interpretation is a reasonable one. 

The administrative record is replete with industry comment citing operational 

flexibility and minor permit amendments as vital to sustaining the ability to operate 

competitively. Industry provided examples of how these provisions would help it. 

Delay in obtaining approval for changes in operations was cited as a serious concern, 

potentially with effects upon product delivery schedules.237 States should not have 

discretion to adopt the streamlined permit amendment procedures in this situation, their 

238 use should be mandatory. 

This analysis was a double-edged sword. It could be used to support the EPA 

Administrator's discretion to define even more stringent procedures providing for 

239 additional public comment and regulatory review. 

Industry approved of permits that allowed anticipated operating scenarios to be 

written as envelopes so that anticipated changes are included.240 In response to the 

argument that pooling of emissions was inconsistent with enforcement in Title V of the 

Act, industry argued that the arguments of advocates of restricting changes under section 

502(bX10) to anticipated operating scenarios in a permit, or increases in a specific piece of 
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equipment up to the allowable limit for each piece, on the grounds that to do otherwise 

would violate the enforceability requirements of Title V, are "unaccompanied by 

thoughtful legal rational."241 These arguments neglect the procedures provided for 

notification of changes or permit revisions. Seven days notice describing changes in 

emissions and any requirements that would become applicable as a result of such changes 

is required by 70.6(dX3Xü)- The permit would then be formally reviewed and 

administratively revised according to procedures in section 70.7(e). EPA, despite the 

outbursts, has clearly articulated a basis on which to base its interpretation of the statutory 

provisions at sections 502(bX10) and 502(bX6). 

Large faculties outlined difficulties they would have using the alternate scenarios 

or worst case permitting techniques to achieve flexibility. Large refineries have thousands 

of emission points.242 It would be impossible to list all the operating scenarios in the 

permit application during the application process as required. Technological 

improvements can not be anticipated and there are an enormous number of process 

changes. Use ofdeininimis emissions levels would alleviate these problems. Increases 

under the threshold would be exempted from the permit amendment process. 

EPA has authority under CAA section 111 to interpret and recognize the existence 

of de niinimis changes.243 It could allow a permit revision procedure less burdensome 

than those for initial permit issuance. A proposal that does not exceed permit levels and is 

not a modification under any Title I provision does not require a permit revision and may 

be processed by notification seven days before the change. 

Industry rejected claims that state permit programs, pursuant to section 116 of the 

Act, can omit operational flexibflity provisions by claiming their programs are more 

stringent than the federal program.244 The law, according to industry, requires states to 

establish criteria and procedures for deteranning the completeness of permit applications, 

section 502(bX6), to give priority to new sources, section 503(c), to allow an application 

shield, section 503(d) and to establish a program to assist small sources, extend trade 
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secrets protection. States should not be able to omit these provisions by claiming their 

program more stringent. The language in section 506(a), which provides that nothing in 

the permit title shall prevent a state, or interstate permitting authority from establishing 

additional permitting requirements not inconsistent with the Act, was drafted after section 

116, and therefore qualifies it. 

Consequently, EPA should only approve state programs that provide for an 

internal bubble under section 502(bX10), for administrative permit amendments and minor 

modifications under section 502(bX6).246 The seven day minor permit amendment 

provision of section 70.7(f) should be mandatory for state permit programs. Emissions 

trading should be allowed to offset increases in production at a facility. 

Industry responded to assertions that the seven day waiting period for revisions 

and minor permit adjustments were inadequate periods within which to accomplish 

reviews. The waiting period should not be seen as an opportunity for review of the 

change, it is intended to give time for the paperwork to be in place as of the date the 

facility change prompting the notice is executed. The seven day delay is to provide time 

for filing the change notice in at least three places (EPA, the permitting agency and the 

facility).247 

EPA should try to establish a degree of consistency across the nation, creating 

greater efficiency. It should use the opportunity provided in drafting the permit 

248 
regulations to address this issue of stringency v. consistency. 

Some industries sought an exemption for research and development 

laboratories.249 Section 70.2(r) defined "major sources" as including all emitting units 

within the facility in the scope of the permit. Laboratory hoods that vent fumes are 

therefore included in the major source determination. Laboratory processes, however, 

change almost dairy. The EPA should develop de nmnimis exemptions from the 

permitting requirements because emissions from laboratory hoods are insignificant m 

comparison to other major sources. In addition to a reasonable cutoff, there should be a 
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de minimi^ exemption for ancillary operations that occur at many facilities. These would 

include drum cleaning operations, ventilation systems, ash handling systems, waste water 

sludge filtering. 

Technical clarification of the EPA proposal was sought as well The Clean Air 

Implementation Project (CAIP)250 requested that EPA clarify what constitutes a 

modification under Title I. Footnote six was particularly confusing.       The footnote 

does not make a definitive statement about what constitutes a Title I modification. EPA 

should provide a straight forward statement delineating the types of Title I modifications 

that are subject to permit modification requirements. 
252 

The procedures for administrative permit amendments needed clarification. 

Sections 70.2(c) and 70.7(e) establish an appropriate mechanism for making various 

permit changes that are either routine in nature or have already been subjected to intense 

scrutiny pursuant to the new source review permitting requirements. These changes 

should take effect immediately upon the permitting authority's receipt of notification of the 

proposed change. 

The Motor Vehicle Manufacturer Association (MVMA),253 noted that the three 

domestic automakers had lost a collective four billion dollars in the last quarter of 1990 

and first quarter of 1991. It reminded EPA that the fundamental goals of the Act at 

section 101(bXl) included promoting the nations productive capacity as well as 

environmental protection. MVMA defended OMBs involvement in the development of 

the regulations, ensuring considerations of economic impact of EPA rules was not 

incompatible with other government policies. It cited Justice Stevens comments in 

Chevifin,254 

While agencies are not directly accountable to the people, the Chief 
Executive is, and it is entirely appropriate for this political branch of the 
Government to make such policy choices - resolving the competing 
interests which Congress itself either inadvertently did not resolve, or 
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intentionally left to be resolved by the agency charged with the 
administration of the statute in light of everyday realities. 

Industry did not focus on the permit modification procedure in its comments 

except to say that allowing 18 months for a state penrritting authority to approve a permit 

was too long. 

3. The Office of the Vice President 

The Office of the Vice President (OVP) comments on an April 1991 draft EPA 

permit regulation reveal that EPA was considering use of de rninimis thresholds to define 

minor permit amendments.255   OVP objected to the thresholds used. They provided for 

increases in emissions allowed in the permit by not more than the least amount often tons 

per year, or 40 percent of the appücable de minimis level established pursuant to section 

112(gX 1) or any more restrictive criteria established by the Administrator. 

The OVP proposed instead to allow states to devise procedures for permit changes 

that would increase emissions above a level defined in a permit, if such increases were not 

prohibited by any applicable requirement under the Act. Such procedures may provide for 

maximum operating flexibility provided they meet the rninimum requirements provided for 

adrninistrative permit amendments section. Neither notification nor permit revision would 

be required for changes allowed for by the permit or that are not regulated or prohibited 

under the permit. This proposal eliminated the seven days notice requirement required 

before making such a change. 

4. The Regulators and Regulatory Interest Groups: 

Several common themes echo through the state and local regulators comments to 

EPAs proposed operating permit rule. The states believed the regulations preempted their 

authority to have stricter, more stringent requirements than the EPA rninimums. States 

should not be prohibited from developing permit programs that do not include operational 

flexfoflity.256 States should be able to set longer notice times than those established in the 
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federal scheme.257   As an example, the notice requirement in section 70.6(dX3Xü) that 

allowed a source to increase emissions without a permit revision if seven days notice was 

given, was too short a time period for state review. States cited section 116 of the Act as 

authority to adopt more stringent requirements than those required by federal law. EPA 

was departing from its longstanding practice of allowing states and local agencies to adopt 

258 more stringent programs. 

States disagreed with EPAs permit philosophy 259 Historically, state permitting 

forbid activities that were not expressly allowed in permits. All actions that have the 

potential to increase emissions, including chemical substitutions, should require permitting 

authority approval.260 The philosophy's result would be extremely detailed permits 

containing provisions which may never be used.261 Regarding EPAs espoused 

ofvy 
philosophy, one regulator stated: 

To the extent it states that all activities expressly authorized by the permit 
are allowed without permit revision or notification, this regulation merely 
states a truism and is unnecessary and confusing.   To the extent it states 
that operations which are not regulated or prohibited by the permit do not 
require notification or permit revision, it is misleading, erroneous and void. 
A permit to operate X type of facility is not a permit to operate something 
else, using different processes or materials. A permit allows only what it 
reasonably means to allow, not everything it does not specifically prohibit. 

The minor permitting amendment section 70.7(f) was criticized as it forseeabry 

allowed an equity problem to develop between the states that choose to utilize the 

procedures therein and those that did not. One solution was to have EPA eliminate the 

provision.ZOJ 

Other states opted for a different solution, similar to what industry was asking for, 

de mininris threshold levels. A de niinimis threshold of five tons or 20 percent of the 

major source cutoff was suggested.264 These thresholds were smaller than those 

previously rejected by the Office of the Vice President.  Allowing the states to set the 
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minor permit amendment threshold subjects states to pressure from industry to establish 

lenient thresholds. 

States were also concerned that they were going to be required to administer a two 

permit system.265 A state or local permitting authority could have a separate permit 

systems for sources below the Act's mrnimum requirements. The same emission point 

could have two different emission limits, one federally enforceable, and one that is state 

enforceable. EPA would only be able to enforce the limits in an approved SIP, while the 

state would be required to enforce its most recently promulgated rules that were not yet in 

an approved SIP and therefore not applicable through Title V of the Act. This was due to 

the length of time it takes to have a SIP change approved. 

Some states believed EPAs intention not to enforce state issued operating permits 

was an attempt to lower standards used in issuing permits and could lead to the demise of 

the state permit systemzo 

Several states believed that the public comment period should not be required for 

minor modifications, and that the administrative amendment provision, proposed 40 

C.F.R § 70.7(e), should be expanded.268 EPA could ease the burden on permitting 

269 
authorities by allowing batch submissions of administrative amendments. 

According to the State of California Air Resources Board (CARB), EPAs permit 

program was on weak legal ground. CARB objected to virtually every method EPA had 

proposed to implement flexibility. Its comments would receive serious consideration 

given California's leadership in air issues and its estimated 60,000 sources with more than 

270 200,000 active operating units. 

CARB recommended that proposed 40 C.F.R § 70.6(dX3Xä) be modified to 

authorize only those changes expressly anticipated and allowed by the operating permit to 

be included in the operational objective within statutory limits. A permit with reasonably 

identifiable operating scenarios would meet the requirements of section 502(bX10) which 

provides for changes within the confines of the permit. 
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The off permit provision at section 70.6(dX3Xiv) lacked legal justification. The 

statute allows flexibility within the terms of the permit, and does not authorize EPA to 

provide a fast track for changing the terms of the permit. 

EPA had justified section 70.7(f), minor permit amendment on CAA section 

502(bX6). It provided procedures to implement the operational flexibility provision of 

section 70.6(dX2).271 According to CARB, the minor permit amendment procedure 

would allow stationary sources to rewrite their own permit terms above or beyond what 

the permitting authority has required and did not appear to be legally founded. The laxity 

of allowing increases that do not constitute modifications is inconsistent with the overall 

272 •   • 
need to maintain reasonable further progress in attaining the NAAQS.        Emissions 

could increase substantially without triggering any of the definitions of modification under 

Title I without violating any of the provisions of the Act. Proposed 40 C.F.R. § 

70.6(dX2) violated section 502(bX6) of the Act by not providing procedures for public 

notice, comment, a hearing and judicial review. Section 70.7(f) also violates section 

505(aX2) of the Act, which requires the permit authority to provide an opportunity for 

affected states to comment on the terms and conditions of the permit. It violates section 

505(aXlXB) which requires the permit authority to transmit every proposed permit to 

EPA for a 45 day review period prior to its issuance. It violates 502(bX10) by going 

outside of the permit to derive flexibility. 

The Texas Air Control Board believed that states should be allowed to implement 

the statutorüy required operational flexibility through a variety of options such as well 

written Title V permits that account for reasonable source flexibility and streamlined state 

NSR programs that standardize relatively minor permit changes and use general 

permits.273 EPA should not require full permit reopening for emissions reductions 

required by SIP rules or previously approved through state NSR permits. EPA should 

establish a system of expanded administrative permit amendments to update the Title V 

permits. 
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South Coast Air Quality Management District argued that section 116 of the Act 

explicitly allows state requirements to be more stringent than the federal law requirements. 

Even without section 116, it is presumed that Congress did not intend preemption into 

areas traditionally subject to police power.274 A law may interfere with state and local 

275 police power only to the extent Congressional intent is clear and manifest. 

Vffl      DUELING LEGAL OPINIONS 

A. EPAs Interpretation of Minor Permit Amendments 

EPA had become embroiled in a dispute with the Office of Management and 

Budget (OMB), and the Council on Competitiveness, chaired by Vice President Dan 

Quayle over the minor permit amendment provision. Industry sought a de minimis 

exception to the permit modification procedures which would allow increases in emissions 

that did not rise to the level of a Title I modification thus avoiding public notice and 

comment and eliminating the requirement that prior notification of the changes be given 

the permit authority. 

On August 16, 1991, E. Donald Elliott, General Counsel, EPA, prepared a legal 

memo as he was readying for his departure from EPA to academia. In a prior hearing 

before Congress, Elliott had defended the minor permit amendment procedure. 

The new opinion noted that proposed minor permit amendments section appeared 

to authorize changes resulting in an increase in emissions above the emissions allowable 

under a permit, without public notice, hearing, or EPA review, provided the changes do 

not constitute modifications under Title I, merely upon providing seven days notice to the 

permitting authority. If the section is interpreted to allow changes to the emissions 

allowable under a permit based merely upon seven days notice to the permitting authority, 

it was highly unlikely that a reviewing court would uphold the regulation. 

ElHott's opinion relied upon the requirement in section 502(a)^    that a source 

may not operate except in compliance with a permit. Thus a source that increases 
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emissions from those specified in the permit, seeks to operate in conflict with a permit 

requirement, must seek a permit change. Section 502(bX10), according to Elliott, 

outlined a limited exception to the requirement that changes be preceded by a revision to 

the permit. Unless a change is within section 502(bX 10) there is nothing in the Act that 

allows it to occur without undergoing the revision process. The general counsel added 

that, the terms "modification" and "revision" were used interchangeably throughout the 

statute. 

The general counsel reviewed sections 505(aXl)278 and section 505(b)2 9 and 

concluded that by giving citizens a right to petition EPA based on objections in the public 

comment period, Congress intended EPA to review and have an opportunity to veto 

proposed permit modifications. 

Based on the requirement for public notice, including offering an opportunity for 

public comment and a hearing, and requirement for expeditious review of permit actions, 

including applications, renewals, or revisions and including an opportunity for judicial 

review, the general counsel concluded Congress clearly intended that there be a public 

comment process for permit revisions, since the right to judicial review is extended to any 

person who participated in the public comment process. 

Next the Counsel quoted principles of administrative law relating to interpretations 

of ambiguous statutes; that courts read into ambiguous statutes opportunities for public 

notice, comment and judicial review. This presumption also applies to modifications as 

well as to initial issuance of a permit.    u 

This opinion was widely circulated and quoted. Congressman Henry Waxman 

scheduled hearings of the Health and Environment Subcommittee of the House Energy 

and Commerce Committee and accused EPA Administrator Reflby of acting illegally by not 

9R1 • 
promulgating regulations in accordance with the Elliott memo.      According to 

Representative Waxman, the issue regarding the promulgation of the operating permit 

regulation was whether President Bush would allow industry free reign to dictate changes 
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in EPA's control programs, or allow EPA, in accordance with the Elliott memo, to 

implement the law. 

According to Congressman Waxman, the White House Council on 

Competitiveness and Vice President Quayle were threatening the integrity of the 

legislative process through wantonly illegal activities of the White House Council which 

282 
had written over 100 weakening changes to the regulation. 

Congressman Waxman sought, but did not receive, a commitment from the EPA 
283 

Aininistrator to require public participation in minor permit amendments. 

EPA prepared a draft permit rule in October 1991 which eliminated a de minimis 

exception, and required ten days notice to permitting authorities before any changes to 

permits could be made 284 Other changes, presumably minor amendments, gave states 28 

days to review proposed changes, and EPA 45 days. 

The de minimis proposal would have allowed for changes that increased emissions 

by ten percent of emissions allowed by the permit, or 20 percent of the applicable 

definition of major source or five tons per year, whichever is less, to be exempted from the 

minor permit amendment requirements.285 Tims changes within these limits could be 

processed as administrative amendments which required neither advance notice to the 

permitting authority nor public notice and comment under section 70.7(e). 

It is difficult to understand EPAs reluctance to use de mirdmis thresholds in Title 

V. Industry and most states commenters supported their use. Alabama Power287 

provided strong authority for development of a de minimis thresholds. 

Industry also complained about the October draft's requirement for advance notice 

before a facility could shift between operating scenarios. Considering that these scenarios 

were required to be identified in the permit before the source could engage in shifting and 

would have already undergone public comment and scrutiny, industry undoubtably did not 

288 
believe this additional review was necessary. 
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On January 28, 1992 in his State of the Union Speech, President Bush announced 

a 90 day regulatory moratorium. No regulations would be issued for 90 days pending 

their cost benefit review for effect on the economy. State attorney generals, the NRDC 

and the Sierra Club served notice they intended to file suit against EPA in 60 days unless 

the final regulations were promulgated. 

The Administrator of the EPA, William Reflly asked Attorney General, William P. 

Barr, for an opinion on whether the EPA has discretion under the Act to allow states to 

adopt procedures authorizing permit holders to make minor amendments to permits 

without public notice and comment. 

B. The Department of Justice Opinion 

The Department of Justice (DoJ) opinion provided in response memorialized 

advice previously provided by DoJ to C. Boyden Gray, Counsel to the President in a 

March 25, 1992 letter, and an earlier oral opinion in Fall 1991290 The DoJ concluded it 

was permissible for EPA to approve minor permit amendment procedures that did not 

require public notice and comment. This was a permissible construction of sections 502 

and 505 of the Act, assuming the procedures adopted are otherwise reasonable in hght of 

the statute. 

The DoJ added an independent basis for allowing EPA to adopt the exemption 

from public notice and comment, the de imnimis theory, citing Public Citizen v. 

Young.291 

The DOJ review noted the three classes of permit revisions proposed by EPA; 

permit modifications, minor permit amendments, and administrative amendments and the 

different procedures for each. Permit modifications, proposed 40 C.F.K § 70.7(dX were 

subjected to au the procedures that the EPA would apply to original permit applications, 

including public participation and federal oversight.292 Administrative permit 

amendments, section 70.2(c), were at the other end of the spectrum and would simply 
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involve mechanical corrections or updates that would not relax applicable requirements. 

Any difficulty clearly he with the minor permit amendment procedures. 

Next the DoJ employed the two step analysis elucidated in Chevron v. 

&RJ1C.293 to determine if there was a clear indication in the Act or its legislative 

history that public comment was required for minor permit amendments. 

To sustain the administration interpretation of what minimum procedures were 

required, the DoJ had to show that the propositions relied on in the former general 

counsel's opinion were not clear. If not clear, Mr. Elliott's conclusion, that public 

comment is required, would not be required under step one of ChsYion, 

The first proposition was that section 502(bX6) of the Act requires public notice 

and comment for all permit revisions. DoJ, like the former general counsel and the 

NRDC, divided section 502(bX6) into four elements. The DoJ disagreed with the position 

advocated by NRDC and Mr. Elliott, and declined to read element four in conjunction 

with element three. DoJ concluded that element four294 established an opportunity for 

judicial review not public comment, required by element three295 Element three unlike 

the other four elements does not indicate to what actions it applies. Where Congress has 

required public notice and opportunity to comment, it has been done specifically. 

Examples in the Act included section 504(d), sectionl69A, and in the Clean Water Act, 33 

U.S.C. 1342 (public hearing before issuing a pollution discharge permit). The absence m 

Title V of an explicit provision for public comment on permit amendments, "places a 

heavy burden on anyone who would argue that such public comment is unambiguously 

required under step one of Chevron for all permit amendments."296 DoJ noted that the 

former general counsel, Mr. Elliott, in his testimony before Congress, stated that section 

502(bX6) was ambiguous.297 It would be awkward construction and unusual for 

Congress, concluded DoJ, to specify in such an indirect manner that public notice and 

comment elements must apply to precise categories of permit actions. 
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In section 502(bX6), argued DoJ, Congress gave EPA a broad grant of discretion 

to ensure that State permit programs provide adequate, streamlined and reasonable 

procedures for various permit actions. Application of Chevron to this section did not 

result in a clear indication of Congress' intent that would foreclose EPA from allowing 

substantive permit revisions on a fast track basis. 

The second assertion DoJ sought to overcome was that section 502(bX10) is the 

only vehicle for changes at the source that do not require permit revisions involving public 

notice and comment. DoJ dispatched this proposition, arguing the minimum requirement 

that states provide abbreviated procedures for implementing the particular class of changes 

specified in section 502(bX10), can not be read to preclude all other expeditious 

permitting actions conferred by section 502(bX6). In addition, the former general 

counsel's discussion of administrative law principles requiring public comment was 

flawed298 

The reference to public comment in section 505(b) applies to all permit revisions, 

including minor permit amendments was the third and most difficult proposition to 

surmount. According to DoJ, section 505(a) establishes procedures applicable to permit 

modifications, for EPA to receive copies of permit applications as weh as applications for 

modification or renewals.299   Section 505(bX2) of the Act provides that any person may 

petition EPA to veto a proposed permit on the basis of objections raised in the "public 

comment period provided by the agency." In the proposal, a minor permit amendment and 

permit modification were separate subclassificatians of permit revision. If "modification" 

and "revision" were used interchangeably then all revisions including those labeled minor 

permit amendments constitute modifications within section 505(a). Section 505(bX2) 

signifies public comment is required for any modification under section 505(a). It did not 

appear to the DoJ that "modification" and "revision" were clearly used interchangeably 

throughout the Act. 
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It was possible, however, that a court could conclude, substantive changes to the 

limitations contained in a permit would require issuance of a modified permit under a 

theory that any relaxation in emissions allowables would be a permit modification subject 

to EPA review under section 505. Any relaxation of emission allowables in the permit 

would literally be a "permit modification" though not a Title I modification. 

According to the DoJ, this conclusion would not resolve whether section 505 

would permit the EPA discretion under section 502(bX6) to create a procedural 

distinction between permit modifications that involve Title I modification and those that 

do not. 

Since changes that do not constitute Title I modifications and do not increase 

emissions above existing limits do not require revision, (based on section 502(bX10)), then 

EPA could conclude that these two types of changes are the most important to Congress 

in determining the procedural treatment of changes affecting the permit. There seemed to 

be a basis for requiring more elaborate procedures for permit revisions involving Title I 

modifications. The difference, said DoJ, between Title I modifications and changes that 

do not constitute Title I modifications may provide a statutory justification for a decision 

to allow states to accord intermediate procedural treatment to section 502(bX6). 

operational changes that result in emissions increases but not Thle I modifications. 

This was the answer the administration was looking for. One thing was clear, the 

legislative history was not clear, nor were the propositions asserted by the former general 

counsel- 

Iii addition the DoJ provided the administration a second independent basis, the de 

minimis exemption theory, whose use had not been discussed by Elliott, that could be used 

to authorize permit exceedances without prior public notice and comment. EPA would 

have to demonstrate from the record that, with respect to such exceedances, requiring full 

public participation in the permit revision process would produce an insignificant 

301 regulatory benefit. u A 
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EPA was cautioned that the reasonableness of a minor permit amendment 

mechanism would be influenced by comparing it to the statutory mandated revision 

mechanism in section 502(bX10). Minor changes in the physical plant, methods of 

operation, or the utilization of production capacity, concluded DoJ, might be necessary for 

operational flexibility, and some minor permit amendment procedure may be found 

permissible. A broader interpretation could have a "potential to undermine the regime" 

302 
created by the notice and comment process in section 502(bX6) 

C. The President Makes the Call 

Once DoJ determined that public notice and comment were not required for minor 

permit amendments, the difference in opinion between EPA and the Office of the Vice 

President devolved into a policy argument. 

Ultimately the Chief Executive was called upon by the Vice President to resolve 

the dispute. President Bush sided with the recommendation that public notice and review 

were not required for minor air emission increases. States would have the discretion to 

mandate a public comment period if they deemed one necessary.303 Subsequently, EPA 

adopted the DoJ opinion, repeating much of it in the preamble to the regulations, and set 

304 about modifying its draft to comport. 

IX      EPAs FIRST ATTEMPT AT A FINAL RULE 

In its first attempt at promulgating the final rule,305 EPA tried to respond to 

industry, states, environmentalists, and the White House. This attempt would end in 

failure. 

A. Definition of Major Source 

EPA defined a major source in terms of all emissions units under common control 

at the plant site (i.e. within a contiguous area in the same major group, two digit, industrial 
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classification).306 For the purpose of defining "major source," proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.2 

provided:307 

a stationary source or group of stationary sources shall be considered part 
of a single industrial grouping if all the pollutant emitting activities at such 
source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent properties belong to 
the same major group. (Le. all have the same two-digit code as described m 
the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual, 1987. 

Once subject to the part 70 operating permit process for one pollutant, a major 

source must submit a permit application including all emissions of all regulated air 

pollutants from all emissions units located at the plant, except only a generalized list needs 

308 
to be included for insignificant events or emission levels. 

DoDs request that a definition be added to "major source" for common military 

control was spurned by EPA. The Administrator saw no purpose in defining common 

military control for purposes of Title V, as the term was not issued with the regulations as 

promulgated.309 EPA narrowed the definition of stationary source, in section 70.2, 

eliminating language that included "activities," and "pieces of equipment" from the 

definition.310 

B.  Source Category Exemptions 

EPA provided for source category exemptions for both asbestos demolition, 

required to obtain a federal operating permit solely because it is subject to NESHAPS for 

asbestos, and wood stoves, regulated under the NSPS,311 in the final rule.312 These 

exemptions were based on two reasons, first, that permitting such sources would be 

impractical and infeasftle for permitting authorities.313 The second, the burden federal 

permitting would place on homeowners, distributors, and manu&cturers.       EPA 

estimated the number of wood stoves potentially subject to permitting to be in the 

hundreds of thousands. A requirement to obtain a permit for owners of residential wood 
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heaters is unnecessary in some areas and should remain at discretion of state and local 

agencies. Regarding asbestos demolition, little if any additional benefit to the environment 

would be incurred by permitting since EPA and delegated states already receive notice of 

these activities and can target and prioritize enforcement.315 This relieved states from 

having to make this decision individually. 

Chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturers did not obtain the exemption sought 

for research and development facilities. EPA noted that states will have flexibility to treat 

research and development facilities as separate from a co-located manufacturing 

facility.316 This would allow a research or laboratory facility to avoid permitting under 

Title V unless it is a major source by itself 

The EPA allowed states to defer nonmajor sources from the permitting program 

for five years.317 It dropped the requirement that nonattainment areas demonstrate that 

the deferral would not impact attainment. 

C. The Final Rule's Operational Flexibility Provision 

By the conclusion of the comment period operational flexibility in general and the 

minor permit amendment procedure specifically, had become the most controversial issues 

of the Act itself   EPA faced head on the first of many politically sensitive issues, the 

stringency issue - the extent to which states would be required to provide operational 

318 flexibility in their permitting programs.J 

EPA noted the comments provided by state commenters, who saw no statutory 

basis for their being required to adopt the operational flexibility rules, and rejected then- 

conclusion. It also noted industry's support of the provisions as necessary to allow 
319 

American industry to remain competitive and adjust to changing market conditions. 

EPA concluded that state permit programs would be required to meet the 

operational flexibility requirements of section 502(bX10). Section 502(b) expressly 

required state programs to meet minimum elements, they are not rendered discretionary by 
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sections 116 and 506(a) which could not be read to aher an express requirement such as 

that contained in 502(bX10).320 

321 EPA believed the dual permitting concern to be exaggerated by states.       Section 

502(bX 10) does not allow violation of an applicable requirement. Provisions required 

solely under state law that do not implement an applicable requirement do not have to be 

processed under Title V. While some states may be compelled to operate a two permit 

system, it should take the form of a single permit with separate state only provisions. 

Although EPA required states to include operational flexibility, it rejected 

industry's attempt to characterize section 502(bX10) as authorizing sources to give seven 

days notice and then use an internal bubble to meet permit limits by using an average of all 

emissions across the facility. Nothing in section 502(bX10) or Title V creates authority for 

any one unit to violate an emissions limit imposed by a SIP on each emissions unit even if 

the average emissions do not exceed those under the SIP. 

Section 504(a) mandates that permits must assure compliance with applicable 

requirements of the Act. "Where those requirements do not provide for bubbling, the 

permit may not do so.        EPA believed emissions averaging provisions are complicated 

to implement and required careful review to ensure that the trading plan allows the same 

emissions as otherwise applicable requirements. Seven days is too short a period of time 

to conduct such a review. 

The regulations implementing section 502(bX10) were designed, according to 

EPA, to encourage emissions trading as much as possible consistent with the applicable 

requirements of the Act and the need of states to review emissions trading.       EPA has 

not, however, mandated use of emissions trading if it is inconsistent with the SIP. The key 

to flexibility under this section is the SIP requirements. Where a SIP allows pooling or 

netting, industry will be able to achieve some measure of flexibility. 

In a change from the proposal, the flexible source operation definition was 

omitted.32" In its place was a new definition, that of "section 502(bX10) changes."327 
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These were defined as changes that contravene an express permit term. They are limited, 

however, in that they do not include changes that would violate applicable 
-52Q 

requirements,328 or federally enforceable permit terms. 

At first it is difficult to reconcile that part of the definition, "that contravenes an 

express permit term," with section 502(bX 10) of the Act itself, which does not speak in 

terms of contravention of requirements, but rather allows changes that are not 

modifications under Title I and that do not increase emissions. What could be 

contravened? 

D. Types of Operational Flexibility Provided By the Final Rule 

Inherent flexiblity is not provided by regulations as it already exists. This is the 

flexibility sources have under their permits to make changes that are not constrained under 

the permit.330 An example of this type of flexibility includes sources moving equipment 

without providing notice or obtaining a modification if the move does not affect federally 

enforceable permit terms or applicable requirements. A painting facility could switch paint 

colors or formulations freely as long as each paint complies with the VOC limit in the 

permit.331 It is difficult to distinguish this form of flexibility from off-permit flexibility. 

The second type of operational flexibility provided was the operational flexibility 

allowed under section 502(bX10). EPA provided three methods by which operational 

flexibility could be provided in state permit programs. Tne first and third methods were 

mandatory components of state programs.332 M required that seven days advance notice 

be given to the permitting authority. Changes could not constitute a modification under 

Title I, nor exceed emissions allowable under the permit. Emissions allowable included a 

federally enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be required by an 

applicable requirement that establishes an emissions fimit or a federally enforceable 

emissions cap. Changes under section 502(bX10) can not increase emissions beyond what 

is provided for by the terms and conditions of the permit. 
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1. The first mandatory component of a state permit program allowed sources to 

make section 502(bX10) changes without requiring a permit revision, if the changes were 

not modifications under any provision of title I of the Act and did not exceed the 

• 333 
emissions allowable under the permit. 

An example of this type of change would be a permit in which the federally 

enforceable portion specifies a particular brand of coating with an applicable emission 

limit. Section 70.4(bX12X0 would allow the source to change the brand of coating using 

seven days notice even though it contravenes the permit.334 The permit shield does not 

335 
apply to any change made under this provision. 

The ability to change a particular brand of solvent specified in a permit did not 

appear to a chief industry concern. What it wanted was to be able to increase emissions if 

the increase did not amount to a "modification." Through internal netting, industry would 

have met the requirement that emissions not be increased. By limiting section 502(bX10) 

changes to exclude changes in "applicable limits" EPA had produced a limitation that 

precludes an increase in emissions that renders the ability to increase emissions to the level 

of a modification meaningless. Flexbility can be obtained only if the SEP emissions limit 

does not apply to each discrete emissions unit at the facility. 

2. In the optional method of providing operational flexibility, states could allow 

emissions trading based on the SEP.336 States could provide sources the option to trade 

emissions within tie permitted facility to meet SB? limits where the sources' permit does 

not provide for such emissions trading but the SIP does. It was available in those cases 

where the permit does not already provide for emissions trading. 

This provision would allow sources that had not anticipated needing to trade 

emissions within the facility to take advantage of emissions trading. The permit for the 

source would include the SIP emission limits. After giving notice the source could meet 

the SIP limits using the trading provision approved in the SEP. This provision allowed 

states to restructure their SEPs to provide for emissions trading. The notice accompanying 
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the permit would indicate that the source is complying with the implementation plan's 

trading and compliance provisions, rather than terms set in the permit. Although this 

option appears desirable from a source perspective, EPA acknowledges that it lacks 

authority in the Act to overturn a state decision whether or not to allow trading in the 

implementation plan.337 If the state does not allow trading in the SIP than the source is 

without a remedy so to speak. EPA was unaware of any SIP that is structured to allow a 

source to opt in to emission trading by giving seven days notice. 

3. The second required method was use of emissions trading to comply with 

338 
permit limits under an emissions cap. Section 70.4(bX 12Xüi)      states: 

The program shall require the permitting authority, if a permit applicant 
requests h, to issue permits that contain terms and conditions,... allowing 
for the trading of emissions increases and decreases in the permitted facility 
solely for the purposed of complying with a federally enforceable emissions 
cap that is established in the permit independent of otherwise applicable 
requirements. 

The type of federally enforceable emissions cap included in this provision is one that is 

independent of applicable requirements, a source created cap. These caps are set to avoid 

the imposition of technological requirements for major sources or limit applicability of 

applicable requirements in a SIP. Such limits allow sources to be considered minor and 

avoid installation of particular levels of air pollution control equipment.       Using federal 

emissions caps would not assist a large source that is already considered major. On a 

large source, a limitation of this kind could create difficulties increasing production to 

respond to a pickup in the economy. The permit must also include the limitations with 

which each emissions unit must comply under any applicable requirements and including 

the SIP. 

EPA provided an example of how this provision would work, a source may 

request that the permit provide for emissions trading, structure its permit so that the 

emissions caps at the permitted facility created a pool of unused emissions under the 
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voluntary limit on the sources potential to emit. The facility could then implement an 

emissions trading plan in its permit which would allow it to apply the unused emissions at 

any particular emission unit after seven days notice.340 "Obviously" according to EPA, 

the source may use this pool of emissions to increase its emissions on any unit only as high 

•     \r 341 as allowed by the applicable requirements for that emissions unit, if any. 

The permitting authority is not required to include in the emissions trading 

provisions any emission units for which emissions are not quantifiable or trades not 

replicable.342 The permit shield may be extended to cover these changes in emissions 

Potential difficulties with this provision for a source included the requirement that 

the permittee must request and propose and structure procedures to ensure trades are 
^ A *i 

replicable, enforceable, accountable and quantifiable under the permit cap.        These caps 

are set by sources to avoid the application of technoloy based standards. One expects 

such provisions offer little benefit to a source that is already major. Such a provision 

would appear to hamstring a source in the event of a upswing in the economy that triggers 

as a response increased production. Although EPA has issued guidelines on what 

constitutes and how to design and implement federally enforceable permit limitations, 

these are limited in their application. 

The decision as to whether the emissions impacts are quantifiable was left to the 

permitting authority. As an example of non-quantifiable emission limits, EPA cites those 

subject solely to work practice standards with no quantifiable emissions limitation. 

The permitting authority must include the emissions trading procedures in the permit. 

In addition to the foregoing methods of establishing operational flexibility under 

section 502(bX10), states were required by the new rule's 40 C.F.R. § 70.4(aX9), to 

provide for alternative operating scenarios, including emissions trading to the extent 

allowable by applicable requirements identified by the applicant in its application and 

approved by the permitting authority. * 
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EPA required alternative scenarios, not based on section 502(bX10) as had been 

suggested by environmental commenters, but on what it termed the mandate in section 

502(bX6) of the Act to include H[A]dequate, streamlined, and reasonable procedures" for 

permit actions.348 The rationale was a permit containing approved alternative operating 

scenarios would be more complete and more accurately reflect the operation at the 

permitted facility. One limitation of the alternative scenario option was the difficulty, it 

was nearby impossible, to anticipate in advance all the different operating scenarios. 

Permitting in the worst case, according to the EPA, avoids listing many of the scenarios 

•   349 that would be allowed under the worst case scenario. 

The greatest concern of environmentalists and states with this provision was the 

challenge it presents to enforcement. All applicable limits would need to be included in 

the permit for the different alternatives. This would present a tremendous burden to 

permitting authorities during the initial permit application. 

Trading of emissions within the facility, netting, was another area of flexibility 

offered to sources. If a source requested terms and conditions allowing emissions trading 

within the facility, to the extent the applicable limits (read SIP) provide for trading of 

increases and decreases without a case by case approval of each emissions trade, the 

permit must provide them.350 To enhance enforcement, the SIP or applicable 

requirement would have provided replicable procedures to ensure that trades are 

accountable, enforceable and quantifiable. If the SIP provision authorizing trading has not 

established in advance the repHcable procedures to ensure the alternate limits are 

enforceable, the permitting authority must establish such procedures in the permit. 

To take advantage of the flexibility this provision offered, states could develop 

alternative emissions limits through the permit process under section 70.6(aX lXöi)-      A 

state could choose to adopt a SIP provision that would authorize sources to meet either 

the SIP limit or an equivalent Brat to be formulated in the permit process. The permit 

would then contain equivalent determinations and provisions ensuring enforceabHty. 
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Trading was not possible under this provision if the applicable limits did not 

provide for emissions trading. 

Offpermit changes, section 70.4(bX14), was made optional by finding that states 

as a matter of State law, may prohibit sources from making changes without a permit 

revision. Because EPA thought off permit changes valuable, it added that a state 

prohibition on making offpermit changes would not be enforceable. Yet this was limited 

as EPA recognized that requirements of approved SEPs were applicable requirements and 

enforceable under Title V. The permit shield did not apply to offpermit changes. JJ 

EPA limited offpermit changes to those that do not constitute Title I 

modifications. "It is only relatively minor changes that can be made offpermit without 

permit review."354 It noted in the preamble to the rule that Title I modifications should 

not take place outside the permit process. It would be difficult to administer a 

marketable permit program if an operating program was not an accurate representation of 

the permitted facility's actual emissions. 

Language in the proposal       which stated neither notification to the permitting 

authority and EPA nor revision were required for offpermit changes, was deleted. State 

commenters had been nearly unanimous in their condemnation of this provision. In 

357 response, EPA required contemporaneous written notification of these changes.       The 

permittee was required to keep a record describing the changes. EPA provides no 

guidance as to what type of change would be permisible under this provision. 

The existence of many of the operational flexibility methods provided by EPA in 

the regulation, depended upon applicable requirements in the SIP as devised by the states. 

Despite industry's desire to ensure operational flexibility as provided in Title V of the Act 

on a national level, it would be implemented on a state by state basis dependent upon SIP 

provisions. 
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E. Types of Permit Revisions 

In the proposed regulations, EPA had three tiers of permit revision, administrative 

amendment, minor permit amendment and permit modification. The new rule kept the 

three tiers of revisions intact, renaming the minor permit amendment as the minor permit 

modification. 

The aclministrative permit amendment section was not changed substantially from 

the proposal.358 Qualifying changes remained the same. Permit requirements could be 

incorporated into the permit from preconstruction review programs, provided the program 

met EPA procedural standards.359 Texas already such a program which required permits 

from sources but used expedited procedures including general permits to avoid delay, read 

public comment and participation.360 EPA required that states identify the list of types of 

amendments they proposed to treat as administrative permit amendments. 

EPA determined administrative amendments could not be used for de rninimis 

changes as these are changes that increase emissions, which requires a permit 

modification.362 Nor would amendments be appropriate under section 112(g) since any 

modification under section 112(g) is a Title I modification. 

The administrative amendment procedures allowed the source to make the change 

addressed in the request immediately upon submittaL364 The permit shield may be 

applied to the changes made through incorporation of the preconstruction permit review 

process. 

EPAs final rule changed the minor permitting amendment process significantly 

addressing many of the state stringency concerns. Minor permit modification procedures 

were distinguished from modifications by the degree of public notice and comment 

required and the ability to implement the change before review by permitting 

authorities.365 In the proposal, state discretion to issue minor permit amendment 

procedures was limited in two ways, the proposed change could not constitute a 

modification under any provision of Tide I and the changes had to comply with all 
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appücable requirements of the Act.366 Industry sought to make the minor permit 

amendment process a mandatory component of a state permitting program 

In the new rule, the minor permit amendment section was renamed, the minor 

permit modification procedures.368 States were required to provide streamlined, 

adequate and reasonable procedures for expeditiousry processing permit modifications, but 

were given the option of developing different procedures for different types of 

modifications and providing public notice and comment.369 Allowing states this 

discretion however put those states that required additional public notice and comment at 

a competititrve disadvantage compared to those states that merely met the EPA 

minimum«   States could not provide for less public notice or comment in their 

procedures. 

The basis for which a minor permit modification can be made was narrowed by 

four additional limitations.370 Minor permit modification procedures could be used only 

for those modifications that: 

371 1. Do not violate any appücable requirement, 

2. Do not involve significant changes to existing monitoring, reporting or 

recordkeeping requirements in the permit (this provision was added to prevent sources 

from decreasing the requirements related to enforcement), 

3. Do not require or change a case by case determination of an emission limitation 

or other standard, 

4. Do not seek to change or establish a permit term or condition for which there is 

no underlying applicable requirement and that the source has assumed to avoid an 

underlying appücable limit, including a federally enforceable emissions cap that avoids 

classification as a modification under Title I, 

5. Are not modifications under any provision of Title I, and 

6. Are not required by the state program to be processed as a significant 

172 modification/' 
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While the minor permit amendment process could still be used to process changes 

that did not amount to modifications, theoretically allowing increases as large as 40 tons 
"5*7-5 

per year for nitrogen oxides under the de minimis exceptions in Thle I,  /J states could 

easily restrict the size of a modification through more stringent applicable requirements in 

SIPs or through exercise of the discretion given in section 70.7(eX2) to use different 

procedures for more significant or complex modifications. Industry could not be pleased 

given it comments in the rulemaking. 

In the May 1991 proposal, minor permit amendments had required a seven day 

notice period before a change could be made.374 Some in industry had opposed this 

requirement stating it was too long a period to respond to changing economic 

circumstances.   The new rules were an attempt by EPA, in response to the DoJ opinion, 

to structure the minor permit modification procedure to accommodate the operational 

flexibility desires of industry with the states belief that seven days was insufficient to 

review a permit modification request. EPA characterised industry as not disputing its 

obligation that permit revisions comply with applicable requirements but not wanting delay 

in a decision to comply with the Act under the new permit terms.        The rule provided 

that permit authorities could allow the source to make the change immediately after filing 

the application, pending processing of the permit modification application. 

Public notice and comment did not have to be provided unless the permitting 

authority rules were more stringent than the EPAs. EPA disagreed with commenters who 

asserted that by allowing certain changes to take place without public notice and comment 

as required in permit issuance and renewal, EPA would undermine the effectiveness of the 

permit program. 

The de minimis rationale supported not burdening sources with all of the 

procedures required for initial or significant permit modifications. To prevent enforcement 

from being undermined EPA added a restriction on using minor permit modifications to 

377 
make significant changes to monioring, reporting or recordkeeping. 
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Within five working days, the permitting authority must notify affected states and 

the EPA of the requested modification.378 EPA received 45 days to review the proposed 

change. The permitting authority could not issue the permit until EPA review period 

expired or EPA indicated it had no objection. Within 90 days of receipt of the application 

or 15 days after the end of the EPA review process, the permitting authority could issue 

the permit modification or alternatively determine that the change should be processed 

under the procedures for a significant modification.379 During this interval the source 

380 
was required to comply with both applicable requirements and proposed permit terms. 

The enhanced government review would, according to EPA, ensure that any 

modification of a permit would comply with the Act despite not having public notice or 

381 
comment. Despite this, EPA did not extend the permit shield to these modifications. 

The absence of a permit shield allows states, EPA and citizen enforcement of the Act 

requirements according to EPA. How citizens will be able to enforce the permit if they do 

not receive notice of the change was not addressed. 

The changes provided for substantially more review than the proposal which 

merely provided seven days notice to the peraiitting authorities. Operational flexibility 

concerns were met by allowing sources the ability to make changes after initial 

notification. The downside was that states had flexibility to allow the particular change 

sought to be processed as a minor permit modification, and whether to include public 

notice and comment procedures. Under this provision, sources would have to shift 

lobbying efforts to State capitals. 

EPA adopted a state suggestion382 and allowed small changes to be grouped for 

review on a quarterly basis.383 Some changes were so insignificant in size alone, 

according to EPA, that while they should not be exempted from the modification process, 
ISA 

a state could conclude the burden of processing them mdrvidualry was not justified. 

EPA provided thresholds of what it considered insignificant emissions increases to be. 

Changes below the EPAs threshold level, ten percent of the emissions allowed by the 
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permit for the emissions unit, 20 percent of the applicable definition of major source, or 

five tons whichever is smallest, could be made before notice was given and without public 

comment.385 States could set alternate thresholds considering the administrative burden 

that would be imposed by immediate permit modification review and whether individual 

processing of changes below the threshold level would result in trivial environmental 

benefits.386 

The group processing provision provides an example of EPAs reliance on the de 

minimis theory in the minor permit modification rule. While EPA did not exempt sources 

based on the theory it used it to provide legal support for not burdening minor changes 

with all of the procedures required for initial permit applications or significant permit 

modifications.   It was also used to justify allowing a source to be temporarily exempt 

from the requirements of section 502(a), allowing it to operate within its proposed permit 

while the modification is being reviewed. 

For permit changes that could not be processed under administrative or minor 
•307 

permit modification procedures the significant modification procedures applied.       The 

first question that arises is what is a significant change. At a minimum every significant 

change and relaxation in monitoring, permit terms or conditions and relaxation of 

reporting and recordkeeping requirements shall be significant.        Significant 

modifications were required to meet all requirements including public participation, and 

389 review by permitting authorities. 

Public participation requirements included publication of the change in a 

newspaper of general circulation or a state publication designed to give legal notice, 

notification to those on a mailing list, including those who request in writing to be put on 

the mailing list.390 At least 30 days pubic comment is required and 30 days notice of the 

hearing on the draft permit is required.391 The penmtting authority was required to 

392 complete an average of all the applications in nine months. ^ 
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Given the expressed desire of industry to be able to make changes quickly in 

response to changing market conditions, it is readily apparent why the minor permit 

modification process was so important to preservation of this ability. Nine months would 

be an extremely long period of time to await a permit modification. 

X.       THE LAWSUIT AND SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL 

Even with the flaws in the permit modification procedures, given the less than solid 

foundation upon which the modification process rested, the final rule was their pinacle. In 

a move than can best be described as a preemptive strike, CAIP filed a petition for review 

of the regulation. yj 

On Jury 8, 1994, EPA Aa^ninistrator Carol Browner announced the EPAs 

reproposal of the State Operating Permit Program, 40 C.F.R. Part 70, that had been issued 

as a final rule in Jury 1992. The reproposal came as part of the settlement process of 

Clean Air Implementation Project v. EPA394 The parties to the lawsuit were unable to 

reach closure on issues relating to de minirnis emissions amounts and length of reviews. 

The heart of the dispute had been the minor permit modification changes that industry 

would be permitted to make without triggering permit review. 

The EPA had released an earlier draft of the proposal for revising the Title V 

permits rule in an attempt to educate states that had not been a party to the settlement 

negotiations of the developments in the lawsuit.395 The changes in the reproposal of the 

operating permit regulation do not bode well for operational flexibility as embodied in the 

provisions of the final rule. 
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XL      THE REPROPOSAL OF THE OPERATING PERMIT RULE, 
THE FALL OF OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY 

A. Reinterpretation of Modification 

Until a preamble is issued for the reproposal explaining EPAs rationale for the 

changes to permit modification procedures, one is unable to discern with assurance the 

legal basis for the new four tier permit revison scheme.396 The change the reproposal 

makes to the existing language of the final rule provide a strong indication that EPA has 

revisited the DoJ opinion.397 In effect EPA has exercised its prerogative to revert to the 

rationale employed in the Elliott memo, that "modifications" and "revisions" were used 

interchangably in section 502(bX6), and to interpret «modification" literally in section 505, 

not relying on it as a term of art under Title I of the Act. 

One of the changes that supports this theory is obvious, permit "modifications" no 

longer exist in the reproposal, having been replaced by permit "revisions." Permit revision 

is now defined as, "[A]ny de rninimis permit revision, minor permit revision, significant 

permit revision, or aininistrative permit amendment."398 In keeping with literal 

interpretation, "Title I modification" now includes any modification under section 

110(aX2).399 This definition is contrary to that in any of EPA's previous drafts or 

proposals of the operating permit regulation or DoJ interpretations. 

As recently as August 1992, EPA noted that the May 1991 proposal required full 

processing for a permit modification involving a Title I modification. The EPA maintained 

this belief in the final rule, stating the proposal definition at footnote six,400 described 

statutory and regulatory definitions of "modification" for purposes of different programs. 

This definition believed to be adequate, did not include changes made pursuant to section 

110(aX2).401 

Minor New Source Review, a new definition, states that changes under it do not 

qualify as new major sources or major modifications under EPA regulations, implementing 
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Parts C and D of the Act.402 Minor NSR changes occur pursuant to state implementation 

programs approved under regulations enacted pursuant to section 110(aX2) of the Act 

EPA asserts, section 110(aX2) is in Title I, ergo, minor NSR changes are Title I 

modifications that may not be incorporated into the part 70 permit revision process 

through minor permit modification procedures 403 This argument ignores the 

longstanding meaning afforded "modification" under Title I. EPA may be relying upon 

Pirelli«« Tnc v. EPA.404 to read this term according to its plain meaning. 

Such reliance would be misplaced were the evidence suggests that Congress used 

modification with its Title I definition in mind. Given the DoJ interpretation that Elliott's 

opinion was a permissible one, however, industry faces an uphill struggle to challenge the 

reproposai as EPA has simply shifted from one permissible interpretation to another in an 

attempt to settle the lawsuit. 

As a result of EPAs ^interpretation, public comment will now be required for all 

revisions to permits, even if they do not rise to the level of modifications under Title L 

Operational flexibility concerns can be met by allowing the source to proceed with the 

revision subject to the public comment and state permit review processes. The operational 

flexibility provisions proposed at section 70.4(bX12) with their specific prohibition on 

revisions, promulgated pursuant to section 502(bX 10) are likewise narrowly construed by 

EPA. 

Essentially the only remaining flexibility option that allows a source to increase 

emissions to a level that does not constititute a modification and avoid revision procedures 

including public comment, is through shifting between alternate emission scenarios 

utilizing the worst possible case scenario as the permit limit. 

B. Major Source Under the Reproposal 

The definition of major source was left largely intact in the reproposaL Additional 

language was added to clarify that a stationary source that supports another source, where 

both are under common control and on contiguous or adjacent property shall be 
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considered as support facility and part of the same source if 50 percent of the output of 

the putative support facility is dedicated to the source, regardless of whether it has the 

same two digit SIC code.405 

C. PERMIT REVISION UNDER THE REPROPOSAL 

1. Administrative Permit Amendments 

The administrative amendment procedure has been extensively modified in the 

reproposaL Now sources choose from three procedures depending upon the nature of the 

change sought. 

(a) The first set of administrative amendment procedures are those used to effect 

changes including typographical errors, name, address, telephone numbers and the 

like.407 Changes involving more frequent testing may also be added by this method. The 

permit authority is allowed to add other similar type changes.408 Changes meeting these 

criteria follow the procedure under section 70.7(eX3). 

The new procedure requires the permittee to submit an application containing an 

addendum to the permit. The addendum must identify the parts of the permit the source 

proposes to change, new terms consistent with provisions applicable to the change, specify 

that the addendum will be effective 60 days from date of permitting receipt.       Why it is 

necessary to wait 60 days to effect a typographical, name or telephone number change is 

not explained. The permitting authority must provide the EPA administrator a copy of the 

addendum One wonders why this type of change needs to be reviewed by the EPA 

The permitting authority may allow the source to implement the requested change 

immediately upon making all required subnüttals.410 If states avail themselves of this 

provision they will preserves the ability of sources to make quick changes, albeit in very 

minor areas. By not making such a change mandatory, the EPA has lost the ability to 

impose a uniform nationwide rule. One innovation is that the procedure may be used by 

the permitting agency to impose administrative type changes on the source, including 
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additional testing, monitoring and recordkeeping.411 This procedure does not require 

public comment and the permit shield does not apply. 

This procedure gives every indication of putting form over substance. There is a 

substantial amount of paperwork and review considering the nature of the changes that do 

not by their nature effect emissions at all The justification for such procedures is 

undoubtably based on enforcement considerations. 

(b) The second type of administrative change, for which an entirely new procedure 

is provided, is used for incorporating changes made pursuant to state new source review 

process (NSR) into the permit.412 Whereas the procedure provided under the old rule 

was a paragraph long,41  the new procedure is a page long. The new provision 

establishes minimum standards for states to use in intergrating Title V requirements into 

the NSR permit process thereby allowing the permitting authority to use the operating 

permit administrative procedure incorporating the change into the Title V permit. 

Sources desiring to incorporate changes from NSR determinations into their Title 

V permits must submit to the permit authority prior to construction or modification, an 

application which includes an addendum to the air permit identifying what permit 

provisions would change, draft terms and conditions of the permit, and an affidavit signed 

by a responsible official stating that the source accepts all liability for making the changes 

prior to the final permit amendment being issued. 

This affidavit element did not appear in prior versions of the operating permit 

regulation.    ^ It represents another step in the direction of enforcement and command 

and control procedures and is far beyond the scope of the certification required by section 

503 of the Act which requires a certification of the accuracy of information provided.416 

One would be reluctant to sign such a broad affidavit as in the reproposaL This is 

substantially different than an affidavit that states the source has prepared the permit 

amendment in good faith and that the information provided in the permit is accurate. 

Given the fact that changes to the SIPs are occurring regularly it is entirely possible that a 
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permit preparer could prepare a NSR permit in good faith yet be subject to federal 

penalties for a violation of the state SIP. The reason for this procedure is that EPA is 

dissatisfied with state NSR procedures. 

Once the source provides this information to the permitting authority, the 

permitting authority provides a period for public comment prior to construction of 30 days 

or in the case of minor NSR, not less than 15 days.417 Notice and a copy of the 

application must be provided to the EPA by the beginning of the public comment period. 

For changes approved by the permitting authority under minor NSR the source shall notify 

EPA and the permitting authorty of the anticipated start date of construction and may 

proceed upon postmark of such notice. For changes approved by the permit authority 

under major NSR, the source must notify EPA and the permitting authority 21 days before 

the anticipated date of initial start up of the new or modified source.   For such changes 

the source may commence operations at the end of the 21 day period unless notified 

otherwise.418 The proposed operating permit amendment is incorporated into the permit 

45 days after EPA receives notice or 45 days after the permitting authority makes its final 

preconstruction decision, whichever is later. 

Because a source is allowed to proceed with construction after 21 days notice or 

for minor NSR, upon mailing notice to EPA, this provision may be appealing if ones desire 

is to execute changes quickly after state using NSR procedures. However the source puts 

itself at a disadvantage if it proceeds pending EPA review. If the EPA objects to the 

change the source is liable for operating in violation of the permit it had proposed to 

change.420 An exception to source liability is provided for situations where the permit 

authority is able to revise the sources' proposed addendum and the changes did not effect 

the applicants proposed determination of which applicable requirements apply as a result 

of the change.421 There would to be no other substantive grounds upon which to reject a 

permit so the escape clause is essentially useless. One is left wondering what other basis 

for permit rejection exists. A source that undertakes construction and is informed of a 
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defect in its permit is, in the real world, in a precarious position, vulnerable to suggestions 

from permit authorities that may not be requirements but nice to have things. 

From the operational flexibilty standpoint, the new rule adds 21 days of delay 

before a source can implement the proposed change which compares unfavorably to 

section 70.7(dX3Xüi) which allowed the source to implement the change immediately. A 

422 permit shield may be provided. 

(c) The changes eligible under the third administrative amendment procedure are 

those that result from standards promulgated after permit issuance pursuant to section 112 

of the Act.423 The reason for this provision is that states must issue part 70 permits to all 

major sources of hazardous air pollutants regardless of whether there is any section 112 

standard or requirement which currently applies.424 Because the future MACT standards 

are unknown, the procedures here, which involve mandatory reopening of permits, are 

different than those preceeding. Permitting authorities will issue schedules of compliance 

and sources will be required to submit implementation plans.42    Operational flexibility is 

hindered by a requirement that sources using emissions averaging alternatives that require 

case by case approval must apply for a significant permit revision in lieu of the minor 

permit revision procedure.426 This paragraph is confusing because the change in the 

addenum that will be approved under the administrative amendment procedure must still 

be processed through additional minor permit revision procedures to modify the permit. 

2. De Minimis Permit Revision: Why Isnt Industry Happy? 

The second type of revision provision utilizes de minimis changes which both 

states and industry have been clamoring for throughout the public comment process. The 

permit must provide for use of the de mmimis provisions.       EPA is not settled on the 

threshold levels that will constitute de minimis emissions, and will take public comment on 

the options. 

A limitation on the use of de mmimis revision procedures is that the threshold 

levels can not be met by offsetting emission increases with emission decreases at the same 
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source or what we have earlier defined as netting 428 This is contrary to what industry 

had asked for in the public comment period. This is another example of a provision that 

discourages operational flexibility, in this case the use of trading and market based 

incentives. 

EPA distinguishes between "unit based changes," any change at small units, and 

429 "increment based changes," small changes at large sources. 

For a change to qualify as a unit based change430 eligible to use de rninimis 

permit revision, the total emissions at an existing unit after the change, the sum of (the 

existing emisions before the change, phis, the emissions increase that results), may not 

exceed: for criteria pollutants: 

Option A: Over the life of the permit: four tons of CO, one ton NOx, 1.6 tons 
sulfur dioxide, 0.6 tons PM-10, one ton VOC, or 

Option B: 20 percent of the applicable major source threshold or five tpy of VOC 
or NOx, whichever is greater, but in not more than 15 tpy PM-10 or 0.6 tpy lead, or 

Option C: five tpy 

Option D: 30 percent of the applicable major source threshold or five tpy 
whichever is greater, 

Option E: A unit size established by a state, where it can make certain showings. 

A*y 1 

These options represent the different points of view of the litigants in CAIPv. EPA 

Absolute numeric limits as opposed to percentage based limits favor states with numerous 

nonattainment areas and their resultant small major sources. By imposing stringent small 

emissions limits nationwide, there is no incentive for industry to relocate. Alternatively 

such limits discourage growth in other areas and limit emissions in other states with better 

air quality unnecessarily. Obviously the states would like to control the size of de rrrinimis 

emissions within their boundaries. While allowing states this option does not promote 

uniformity; it prolongs and shifts the battle over de minirms standards to the State capital, 
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it is consistent with EPAs goal of allowing flexibility in state permit programs. It is in 

industry's interest to have the largest possible de rninimis threshold. Recall that STAPPA 

had advocated a de niinimis threshold of five tons or 20 percent, believing a ten ton, 40 

percent threshold too large. One suspects EPA will split the difference, use the 30 percent 

option but give states the option of setting a more stringent, smaller threshold. 

Options are also proposed for hazardous air pollutants (HAP) under section 112 of 

the Act. Here the proposed alternatives vary from zero tpy, to 20 percent of the section 

112 major source threshold, or 50 percent of the section 112(g) de rninimis levels,43   or 

75 percent of section 112(g) de rninimis levels. In the public comment period, industry 

had advocated establishment of de niinimis thresholds using existing Title I de rninimis 

level thresholds. 

A change larger than those considered under unit based changes may qualify as a 

de rninimis increment based change if any associated recalibration of continuous emissions 

monitoring (CEM) equipment established in the permit is undertaken through a process 

• • 433 that provides as much public participation as the minor permit revision process. 

Under increment based changes, no emissions increase can exceed specified 

thresholds, similar to those in the unit based changes.434 EPA has provided alternatives 

for consideration that range from specified limits over the life of the permit for criteria 

pollutants, to various percentages of the applicable major source threshold, or a specified 

increment amount specified by a state for use within that state where it can show that, of 

the estimated annual emissions increases subject to minor and major NSR in the state, 80 

percent or more would be above that level. It is difficult to evaluate the impact of this 

alternative on sources without an idea of the threshold size. 

The de rninimis permit revision procedures require a description of the change, a 

demonstration that it meets the proposal criteria for de rninimis changes, a certification by 

a responsible officer that the source is in compliance, and that the source accepts all 
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liability of making the requested change prior to final permitting authority action to revise 

■ 435 the permit. 

The permitting authority may permit the source to implement the change seven 

days after the permitting authority's receipt of the sources application for permit revision 

or at its discretion grant a request by the source to implement the change after less than 

seven days.436 By allowing changes before the public comment period, this provision 

preserves the ability of industry to respond quickly to changes. The real issue is what set 

of thresholds will be adopted. Since industry desired thresholds equal to the de minimis 

thresholds in Title I, any of the options appear disappointing. In addition, the de minimis 

provisions include a public notification procedure. 

The permitting authority notifies the public of de minimis changes on a monthly, 

batched basis.437 If the permitting authority affirmatively approved the change pursuant 

to a preconstruction permit review that included a 21 day public comment period, and the 

change was authorized to be made under the de minimis process, the adendum takes effect 

4^8 
on the submission of a complete de minimis permit revision application.        If the 

permitting authority did not approve the permit in a review that provided for 21 days of 

public comment, the addendum will not take effect until 30-90 days after the batch notice 

was given.439  As written the reproposal provides two options governing the time period 

within which persons may request the permitting authority to disapprove the change, 15- 

45 days.   If the permitting authority does not retain authority to disapprove the permit at 

this juncture, the public may make the request to EPA.440 The public may petition EPA 

to disapprove the change within 60 days after the (30-90) day review period.441 

The source liability provision, section 70.7(f)(4) presents a serious threat to 

industry. It provides that if, after a source makes the change, the permitting authority or 

EPA disapproves the change, the source is liable for having operated in violation of its 

existing permit. Source liability could therefore be directly related to the length of the 

public comment period given the Act's assessment of penalties for each day of violation. 
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Some relief is intended to be provided by a provision that limits liability if the proposed 

addendum includes enforcement terms sufficient to support an enforcement action and the 

determination of which requirements of the Act apply to the source must be correct. 

An important question raised by this provision is what will constitute enforcement 

terms in the permit. It gives every appearance of an attempt by EPA to link enforcement 

with the ability to make changes under this provision. Presumably enforcement terms 

which would protect a source would be suggested by the states permitting authorities, 

perhaps on an individual case by case basis. In such cases the state has better leverage for 

inserting such clauses against smaller, less sophisticated companies than large ones. 

3. Minor Permit Revision Procedures 

Operational flexibility will be adversely affected by the reproposals change to the 

minor permit modification procedure. The minor permit revision procedure may not be 

used to change monitoring or recordkeeping, a change from the final rule's prohibition on 

"significant changes" of these requirements. Some exceptions are provided.       Changes 

in the enforceable operating levels of the method, "the permitting authority has determined 

the source has demonstrated to be correlated to the sources existing or proposed 

compliance emission rate are allowed." 

The reproposal provisions make it difficult to use netting transactions, unless they 

have been processed pursuant to a minor NSR process with a 30 day public comment 

requirement, or do not involve any single increase that exceeds the applicable threshold for 

being a major modification and the sum of all increases does not exceed the threshold for 

determining whether the source is major.   4 These exclusions do not facilitate the 

development of market based control stratagies and are indicative of the reproposal's 

emphasis on command, control and enforcement v. facilitating and implementing market 

based solutions. EPA is reverting to the command and control solutions that were 

developed in the 1980s. Such prohibitions are at the very least inconsistent with the spirit, 

if not the law, with which the Act was introduced. 
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One advantage in the proposal is that it can be used for increases that would 

constitute Title I modifications if the change has been approved pursuant to NSR and 

would incorporate all applicable requirements into the Part 70 permit. 

The public participation procedure begins with filing an application and requires a 

source to provide public notice by publication in a prominent newspaper of general 

circulation, sending letters to individuals on a mailing fist, including those who previously 

participated in any public comment process. This is a case of overreaching by the EPA. 

Neither section 502(b)(6) nor section 505 require that such procedures be used to provide 

public notice and comment. Given that less people read today, perhaps the public would 

be better served if EPA required a television advertisement provision. The notice will state 

that if no "germane" and "non-frivolous" [defined as those that object to the permit 

issuance on procedural grounds, or that the source is ineligible for the change based on 

factual or other relevant information] an objection is received within 21 days of 

publication of the notice, the source may implement the change. 

The permitting authority must keep a record of comments, and issues raised, so 

that the EPA Administrator can fullfill responsibilities involving citizen petitions.    ' This 

provision creates an administrative record for each minor permit revision sought. 

If a germane objection is filed, the revision request may be continued under 

significant permit review provisions, a person whose objection has been ruled not germane 

can bring a lawsuit in state court to compel action by the permitting authority and obtain 

• ■     +i    448 an injunction. 

The permitting authority may no longer allow a source to proceed with the change 

immediately upon submitting an application an ability the source enjoyed under the 

heretofore final rule. Procedures for making changes are at section 70.7(gX5Xü)- A 

source can make a change on the 22 day after notice of the change if no public comment is 

received. If comment is received, the permitting authority must determine within 28 days 

from the notice period whether the comment is germane or non-fiivilous. If the comment 
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is frivilous or not germane, the source may implement the change on the 29th day. If the 

source makes the change but before the 60 day period for permitting authority review of 

the revision application has been concluded and the revision is subsequently rejected, the 

source is liable for violating the existing permit term449 The EPA has 45 days, effective 

from when EPA receives notice of the application to review the change. 

4. Group Processing of Minor Permit Amendments 

While this section of the final rule has been eliminated in the reproposal the 

threshold provisions considered to be of a de minimis value identified in it are included as 

options under the new de minimis revision provision. 

5. Significant Permit Revisions 

Only small changes have been made to the significant permit revision procedure 

from the significant modification procedures of the final rule provision.4     This provision 

remains what operational flexibility was designed to avoid, slow and cumbersome. One 

change is that new or alternative monitoring methods that have not been approved 

pursuant to the major or minor NSR are required to be processed as significant permit 

revisions. This provision will not allow technically advanced or innovative monitoring 

methods to be implemented until the states have had an opportunity to review them and 

incorporate into the SIP process. 

D. Operational Flexibility Changes Under Authority of Section 502(b)(10) 

The reproposal extensively modifies the three provisions that implemented section 

502(b)(10) operational flexibility. 

First the section 502(bX10) change,452 which allowed changes in contravention of 

permit requirements is eliminated in the reproposal because of concern that "sources will 

misunderstand or misuse it."453 The changes that could have been made under this 

provision can perhaps be made under what was formerly the off-permit rule, reproposal 

section 70.4(bX14) but they will now require public notice and comment and permit 
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revision. Using EPAs example, if a source wants to change a brand of paint specified in 

the permit, i.e., contravene the permit, it will now be required to utilize permit revision 

procedures. Small changes may fall under what has been named the Minor Permit 

Revisions section, infra. Permit authorities may respond to this by either writing general 

permits that do not specify brands of solvents, paints or coatings, just state the emissions 

limits. Or states can write very stringent permits requiring lots of permit revisions. One 

suspects that it is the smaller businesses that would include specific brands of solvents in 

permits, not the manufacterers of the solvent. Thus this change will probably fall hardest 

upon the auto body shops, dry cleaners and the like. 

Trading under an emissions cap, as provided in section 70.4(bXl2)(iii), is still a 

mandatory component of state operating permit rules.454 It has been encumbered by 

additional provisions and clarifications that enhance enforcement and state prerogative to 

reject proposed trading schemes. The language permitting establishment of a federally 

enforceable emisssions cap independent of otherwise applicable limits has been struck. 

With the loss of this language a source may be bound by existing state applicable 

requirements regarding emissions trading. 

EPA has added a requirement that the permit include any applicable requirements. 

This will assist enforcement as the permit will contain not only the emissions cap that is 

intended to avoid application of certain applicable requirements, but the requirements 

themselves. The permit authority must find that the permittees request for the cap 

contains adequate terms and conditions to determine compliance with the cap and that the 

cap is enforceable. The permitting authority is given discretion not to provide in the cap 

or emission trading provisions any emission units where it determines that the emissions 

are not quantifiable, no replicable procedures or practical means to enforce the emissions 

trades. One can envision the dispute over practical means. What is practical for one 

source may be impracticable for another. This provision will not present a problem if 

states are reasonable in determining what is practical. 
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The notice provision is unchanged in the reproposal. The source must still provide 

the EPA and permitting authority with seven days notice of proposed changes. 

Trading under the implementation plan, remains available for use where the SIP 

allows it.456 This trading has been proscribed by limiting it to situations where the permit 

identifies which permit terms may be replaced with the emissions trading provisions in the 

implementation plan. This represents a shift in philosophy since the espoused advantage of 

the provision was its availability to sources that had not anticipated needing to trade 

emissions within the facility, so as to enable them to take advantage of the emissions 

trading provisions in the SIP after seven days notice.457 The provision would have 

helped sources that were not sure enough about their needs to warrant writing compliance 

terms necessary to implent an emissions trading plan in its permit. 

E. Alternative Emissions Scenarios 

The reproposal leaves intact the requirement that states provide for alternate 

operating scenarios in permit programs.458 Sources may still shift between operating 

scenarios, contemporaneously recording the shift in a log. Additional language language 

qualifying the notice provision has been added. 

For the source to make the change without notice, it must be able to monitor each 

of the alternative scenarios for a particular unit in such a way that it provides simultaneous 

measurement and recording of emissions and that the means of measurement are 

sufficiently different that the contemporaneous record reveals the scenario under which the 

source was operating when the record was made. Otherwise the permit shall require that 

the source place in regular mail to the permitting authority notice of changes between 

scenarios at the beginning of the Mowing week. Because installation of devices that 

continuously monitor emissions are expensive and would probably be prohibitively so if 

installed on each emissions unit, this provision converts the no notice alternative scenario 

into the mail a log next week provision. 
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In effect, EPA is requiring continuous emissions monitoring      of each unit at the 

source, if the source wishes to avail itself of the no notice provision.   This may prove 

problematic to EPA. In recognition of the expense of continuous emissions monitoring, 

section 502(g) of the Act provides that before applying such a requirement to a small 

business stationary source, the Administrator shall consider the necessity and 

appropriateness of such requirements.       Without a draft preamble it is difficult to 

determine if the Administrator has made such a finding. It is not in the reproposed rule 

itself, nor in the EPA outline describing the reproposaL462 CEM is required for owners 

and operators of industrial power generating plants by section 412(a) of the Act,      and 

enhanced monitoring may be required by the Administrator of persons operating an 

emissions source under the Act section 114(aX3). Even enhanced monitoring has not been 

proposed for every unit at a major source, only those that exceed 30 percent of the 

emissions rate that would constitute it as a major source. 

EPA has sought comment on the need for such a provision and whether less 

frequent notification is appropriate. Considering that the alternative scenarios and their 

applicable limits must be included in the permit, one sees little value in requiring such 

extensive monitoring. One wonders what the permit authority will do with these 

notifications. This proposed revision cries out for an application of Alabama Power. 

F. Off Permit Changes 

The elimination of this provision marks the end of the EPA attempt to interject 

permit philosophy into the Title V operating permit rule. As justification for the 

elimination of the off-permit provision, EPA stated that it was problematical in that it is at 

odds with the way states conduct permitting, it is unclear whether a change is addressed 

by a permit or not, and it created an incentive for a source to request a narrowly drawn 

permit.       These arguments were not new, all were raised in the public comment period. 
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The old off permit section has been restructured into something resembling the final rule 

section 502(bX10) change,466 with a permit revision procedure added. 

States may no longer allow increases under the permit that do not violate a permit 

provision and meet the applicable requirements attributable to the source by the change, to 

make such a change without obtaining a permit revision. Under the reproposal eligible 

changes can not result in an increase in the allowable emissions of any regulated air 

pollutant at the source.467 Formerly changes that did not amount to a modification under 

Title I were allowed. If the change is eligible for the reproposals new minor permit 

revision procedures, section 70.7(g), it must proceed through public notice that states if 

no nonfrivilous objection is received within 21 days, the permitting authority may consider 

that the change was eligible for processing under this paragraph without further 

opportunity for public comment. 

A source is allowed to proceed with the change pending the permit revision 

process.468 By allowing the source to proceed with the change pending review, this 

aspect of the reproposal is consistent with DoJ guidance that minor permit modification 

procedures be structured to address operational flexibiliity concerns. Sources must 

comply with the new applicable requirements pending permit review. 

A significant downside exists for industry, however, which will discourage use of 

proceeding pending permit review. If the permitting authority or the EPA determines that 

the change is ineligible for processing under minor permit revision procedures, the source 

shall be liable from the date the change was made, for failing to apply for a permit revision 

before the change.469 The extent of this liability is not defined, but could conceivably be 

very large. 

Thus it is in the interests of certain environmental organizations to challenge every 

permit change under this provision where the source has gone ahead with the change 

pending review. The change will not qualify for the permit shield until after the revision is 

made471 
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From the permitting authority perspective, enhanced review of changes that 

heretofore were considered to be of a de minimis nature-in that they did not rise to the 

level of a Title I modification- will need to be made. 

XEL     CONCLUSION 

Enforcement, not operational flexibility will be enhanced by the changes in the 

reproposal. A sources ability to make even small increases in emissions without having to 

file a permit revision and proceed through public notice and comment is eliminated. From 

the permitting authority perspective additional resources will need to be allocated to 

perform review of changes heretofore considered to be of a de minimis nature. States 

seriously considering attracting or retaining business would be well advised to establish an 

emissions trading scheme in the SIP that meets EPA administrative amendment 

requirements. 

The full import of the reproposal remains to be seen as state permitting programs 

already approved by EPA will undoubtably be provided interium status. Nonmajor 

sources will continue to enjoy deferral from the operating permit program. Recall the 

EPAs elimination of the off-permit section of the final rule. The elimination of this section 

more than any other signifies the shift in philosophy at the EPA, from that of its allowed if 

not prohibited, to its prohibited if not allowed by EPA Understanding this shift in 

philosophy at EPA enables one to put the reproposal changes into context. 

Based on the legislative history of the Act, the current Administrator's decision on 

minor permit amendments is no more "correct" than the decision of the previous 

Administration. 

One displeased with this interpretation would do well follow Justice Steven's 

admonition in Chevron, and take the dispute back to the elected representatives whose 

failure to appreciate the implications of the modification procedure they were creating 

caused the operational flexibility controversy. 
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used to support the main activity at a site would also be considered part of the same major 
source regardless of the two digit SIC code for that equipment. For example, an 
automoboile manufactutring plant may consist of a foundry (SIC Group 33) a power 
plant (SIC Group 49) and an assembly plant (SIC Group 37). Assume that the equipment 
is situated at the same site, under common ownership, and that the foundary and power 
plant are used soley to support the assembly plant, In this example, all three activities 
would be considered to be part of one source. However, if less than 50 percent of the 
output of the foundary was dedicated to the mentioned auto assembly plant, it would be 
considered a separate source. If the power plant supported both the foundry and the 
assembly plant, it would be considered a part of the source that consumed the largest 
percentage of the power generated. Urns a single plant would not be required to have 
multiple permits even if it supported several different installations. Aggregation by SB? 
codTshould be done in a manner consistent with established NSR procedures. See NSR 

Workshop Manual, Draft Oct 90. 

148 See note 149 infra. 

149 A-90-33, V-C-l, p 3-7. 

150 A-90-33, V-C-l, p 3-2. 

I5! See text Public Comment infra at 42. 

152 See CAA section 502(bX10), 42 U.S.C. 7661a(bX10). 

153 Section 70.6(d), Draft (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l. 

154 CAA section Hl(aX4), 42 USC 7411(aX4) 
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155 42 U.S.C. 7479(2XC), 42 U.S.C. 7501(4). 
156 For a detailed list of modification exemptions for nonattainment areas see, 40 C.F.R 
§ 51.165. For exemptions for attainment areas, see 40 C.F.R. § 51.166. 
157 CAA section 112(gXl), 42 USC 7412(gXl). 
158 See 40 C.F.R. § 60.14, and § 61.15. 
159 See footnote 6, 56 Fed. Reg. 21747 (1991). 

160 Section 70.7(dX3XäX ^^ (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l. 
161 CAA section 169(3), 42 U.S.C. 7479(3), best available control technlogy means an 
emission limitation based on the maximum degree of reduction of each pollutant subject to 
regulation under this chapter emitted from or which results from any major emitting 
fadlity which the permitting authority, on a case by case basis, taking mto account, 
SS! en^onmental and economic impacts and other costs, dereimines» achievable for 
suchfacility through application of production processes and available methods systems 
and techniques, including fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or innovative fuel 
combustion techniques for control of each such pollutant. 
162 Proposed preamble, Draft (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l, p 91. 

163 A-90-33, n-F-l,p 26. 

164 Section 70.7(e), Draft (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l. 

165 Section 70.2, Draft (12-21-90), A-90-33, H-F-l. 

166 Draft Preamble, Draft (12-21-90), A-90-33, H-F-l p. 24. 
167 Section 70.2, Draft (12-21-90), A-90-33, H-F-l. 
168 Preamble, Draft (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l p 29. 

169 Section 70.2, Draft (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l. 
170 Preamble, Draft (12/21/90), Permit Issuance and Review, A-90-33, H-F-l. 
171 42 U.S.C. 766la(bX6). 
172 Section 70.7(h), draft (12/21/90) A-90-33, H-F-l. 

173 Public Participation in Permit Issuance, Draft (12-21-90), 40 C.F.R. § 70.7(hXl-5). 
174 Section 70.6(d) defined the minimum permit requirements, Draft (12/21/90), A-90- 

33, H-F-l. 

175 Id. 
176 Preamble (12/21/90), A-90-33, H-F-l, at 94. 
177 Id. at 95. 
178 Id. at 95. 
179 Id. at p 96. 
180 Menebroker, California Air Resources Board, 1/9/90, A-90-33, H-D-11. Note: 
California's response was addressed, per EPA request, to a representative of the State and 
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Territorial Air Pollution Program Administrators (STAPPA) which acted as a collection 

point for state comments. 
181 Price, Texas Air Control Board, (1/8/91), A-90-33, H-D-8. 
182 State of New Jersey, Dept.of Env. Protection, Div.of Env. Quality, A-90-33, JJ-D-5. 

18342U.S.C.7661a(bX10). 
184 Section 70.7(h) Public Participation, 12/21/90 draft, A-90-33, H-F-l. 
185 note 180 supra. 
186 Price, Texas Air Control Board, 1/8/91, A-90-33, H-D-8. 
187 Syntheric Organic Chemical Manufacterers Association, Inc., January 9, 1990, 
comments on proposed regulation and preamble, A-90-33, JJ-D-9. 
188 National Environmental Development Association, January 9, 1991, comments on 12- 
21-90 draft regulation and preamble, A-90-33, JJ-D-18. 

189 Id. 
190 Summary of OMB Comments On Title V Operating Permits, A-90-33, IV-B-2. 

191 Id. 
192 Id. 
193 56 Fed Reg 21714, (1991). 
194 56 Fed. Reg. 21712, (Proposed for codification at 40 C.F.R § 70) (proposed May 10, 

1991). 
195 Preamble H, F, 56 Fed.Reg. 21714 (1991). 
196 For state concerns see comments in text supra at p 34. 
197 Note 195 supra at 21714. 
198 56 Fed Reg. 21776, (1991). 
199 Preamble discussion, 56 Fed.Reg. 21746 (1991). 
200 Perhaps this philosophy represented an attempt by EPA to interject Hegelian analysis 
into the permit modification procedure in an attempt to develop a new theory. 
201 56 Fed. Reg. 21746 (1991). 
202 Section 70.6(dX3Xrv), 56 Fed. Reg. 21776 (1991). 
203 Preamble, 56 Fed Reg 21718 (1991). 
204 56 Fed Reg 21746, (1991). 
205 56 Fed. Reg. 21748, (1991). 
206 Section 70.6(dX3Xi), 56 Fed. Reg. 21776, (1991). 
207 56 Fed. Reg. 21748-21749, (1991). 
208 Id 

209 A-90-33, n-F-1, Draft 12/21/90, at 94. 
210 56 Fed. Reg. 21776, (1991). 
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211 56 Fed. Reg 21777, (1991). 
212 «p^ Re* 21746 0991) Title I includes several different definitions ol 

»„„attainment new •»» ^^ ***"tYsfaXIXx m P«*«* «e^pts 
of the Act as wen as 40 C.F.R. § 5U"(*X   •* c),ange resulting in a net emissions 
torn treatment as a moddkatton for NSR purposes) « change resun   i 

213 56 Fed. Reg. 21777 (1991) 

214 Id., 70.7(f)(2). 
215 56 Fed. Reg. 21747, (1991). 
216 See discussion text page 12 supra. 

217 56 Fed Reg. 21768, Proposed section 40 C.F.R §70.7(f). 

218 This is the provision the State of Texas was asking for in its comments on the 

12/21/90 draft, See A-90-33, II-D-8. 

219 56 Fed. Reg. 21777, (1991). 

220 56 Fed. Reg. 21747, (1991). 

221 56 Fed Reg 21748, (1991). 

222 56 Fed. Reg. 21777, (1991). 
223 A-90-33, TV-D-252, Howard Fox, Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Inc., (7/9/91). 

224 Id 

225 A.9o-33 IV-D-158, David Hawkins, Natural Resources Defense Counsel, (7/9/91). 

226 Russian field Marshal Grigori Aleksandrovich Potemkin, 1739-1791, a favorite of 

Wehstefs New World Dictionary, Third College Edition, Copynght 1988, Snnon & 

Schuster. 

227 N0te 225 supra. 
228 A-90-33 IV-D-183, Peter Baljet, American Lung Association, (7/9/91). 

229 56 fed Reg 21776 (1991), Proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(dX3X0 Provided for issuance 
of a permit that would identify reasonably anticipated operating scenarios. 

230 A-90-33, IV-D-170, Group Against Smog and Pollution, (7/9/91). 

231 See note 225, supra. J14ft 

232 The orovisons referred to contained an «Anti-back sliding» provision modekd1 after 
Clean^ateX" ction 402(o), 33 U.S.C .1342«.). An assertion that removal of this 
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provision reflects Congress' intent to limit increased emissions without full permit 
modification would seem misplaced. More likely this provsion was removed in 
recognition of the disticntion between the number of emission points covered in a NPDES 
permit and anticipated under the federal permit system At the time Senate Bill 1630 
included this section it did not contain the operational flexibility provision. When 
operation flexibility was added 404(0 was dropped, possibly suggesting the converse of 

NRDC's assertion. 
233 A-90-33, IV-D-101, Paul M. King, PPG Industries, (7/3/91). 
234 A-90-33, rV-D-209, National Environmental Development Association (7/9/91). 
235 See note 307 mfra. 
236 A-90-33, IV-D-160, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA), (7/9/91). 
The MVMA a trade association for seven companies manufacturering automobiles with 
300 manufacturing facilities in 35 States. 
237 A-90-33, rV-D-182, International Business Machines Corp, (6/28/91). 

238 A.90-33, IV-D-184, Texaco, (7/8/91). 
239 Ultimately this is exactly what transpired after the 1992 presidential election and a 
new EPA Administrator, Carol Browner was named to succeed William Reilly. President 
Clinton disbanded the council on competitiveness, and industry lost its ally in the White 

House. 
240 56 Fed. Reg. 21776 (1991), Proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(dX3Xi) and (iv). 
241 See text at 42 supra. 

242 A.90-33, IV-D-184, Texaco, (7/8/91). 
243 A-90-33, IV-D-115, Exxon Chemical, (7/5/91). 
244 A-90-33, IV-D-122, The Procter & Gamble Company, (7/8/91). 
245 A-90-33, IV-D-122, The Procter & Gamble Company, (7/8/91). 
246 IBM noting that some of it facilities have more than 5000 chemicals approved for 
use, sought from EPA a "clear statement indicating that neither final approval nor interim 
approval will be granted to state programs that do not allow changes to manufacturing 
operations without the need to revise a permit and for expeditious reviews. A-90-33, IV- 
D-182, IBM, (6/28/91). 
247 A-90-33, IV-D-209, National Environmental Development Association (7/9/91). 
248 A-90-33, IV-D-93, Jonathon Greenberg, Director of Environmental Policy, 
Browning-Ferris Industries, (7/8/91). 

249 A_9o_335 IV-D-126, Merck (7/9/91). 
250IV-D-204, Clean Air Act Implemntation Project (CAD?), (7/9/91). Members included 
major industrial corporations which joined to focus on selected group of issues. Members 
include Allied-Signal, BASF Corporation, Digital Equipment Corp, General Electric, 
Kaiser Ahumnum, Olin Corp, Pfizer Inc, United Technologies among others. This is the 
organization that later challenged EPAs operating permit rule. Seepage  . 
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251 Id. 
252 Id 
253 A-90-33, IV-D-160, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA), July 9, 

1991. 
254 See ChfiYma at 856, note 293 infra. 
255 A 90-33 IV-H-6 Office of the Vice President, (April 6, 1991). •"»OfBce^ . 
ViceÄ«I changes from the White House Counsel's office and the Office of 

Policy Development in OMB on permitting rule drafts. 
256 ^ record of the proceedings before the panel is at A-90-33 IV-F-01. The panel 
was^S of Hearing Officer Mike Trutna, office of Air Quahty, Planning and 

SÄ:°Fay, Office of t^"*^***^^^ 

SierClI Ä NewVk State Department of Environmental Conservation, and the 

Pennsylvania Chemical Industry Council among others. 

257 Id- .    ^ 
258 A-90-33 IV-D-270, William Becker, State and Territorial Air Pollution Program 
Admmirato'rs 7/9/91. Its written comments did not address the interaction of the 
mSmTqm;ements language in section 502 with section 116, despite bemg asked to 

do so at the hearing. 
259 EPAs permit philosophy is at proposed section 40 C.F.R § 70.6(dX3Xrv), 56 Fed. 

Reg. 21776, (1991). 
260A90-33 IV-D-192 July 8, 1991, Northeast States for coordinated Air use 
Mangement (NESCAUM) members represent air pollution control agencies m eight 

Northheastern. 
261 A-90-33, IV-D-179, July 9, 1991, State of California Air Resources Board 
262 A-90-33', IV-D-123, P. Greenwald, South Coast Air Quality Management District, 

(7/8/91). 
263 A-90-33, IV-D-179, July 9, 1991, State of California Air Resources Board 
264 Note 260 supra. 
265 John R McKernan, Jr., Governor, State of Maine, kr to Wm Reffly, EPA 
Administrator, A-90-33, IV-C-59 (7/31/90). 

266 N0te 270 infra. 
267 A.oo-33 IV-D-192, July 8, 1991, Northeast States for coordinated Air use 
Mangement (NESCAUM) members represent air pollution control agencies m eight 

Northheastern. 

268 Id. 

269 id. 
270 A-90-33, IV-D-179, Jury 9, 1991, State of California Air Resources Board 
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271 56 Fed Reg 21776, proposed 40 C.F.R. § 70.6<dX2) permits a state to *™ **>** 
that wodd increase emissU above a level allowed in the perm* if such change not a 
modification under Title I using procedures under 70.7(1). 

272 Reasonable norther progress means such annual ^^^T^^^ 
the relevant air pollutants as are required by tins part ^^^^^ 
Administrator for the purpose of ensunng attainment of the apppol ca>te «Jon* 
air quality standard by the applicable date. CAA section 171, 42 U.S.C. 7501(1). 

273 A.QO-33 IV-D-125, Jury 9, 1991, Texas Air Control Board comments^i the 

comments to EPA as part of the rouirtable. See A-90-33, n-D-8. 
274 tlai2LSataSlSaau^m^ 331 U.S. 218, 230, 67 S.Ct. 1146, 1152. 

275 tass^iatHEadül^., 430 U.S. 519, 525, 97 S.C«. 1305, 1309. 

276 see text page 57 infra. 
277 CAA Section 502(a), 42 U.S.C. 7661a(a). 

278 CAA Section 505(aXl), 42 U.S.C. 7661d(aXD. 

279 CAA Section 505(b), 42 U.S.C. 7661d(b). 
280 of the general counsel's conclusions, this is the least defence. The cases crted as 

Sd^eS 
constitutional due process clause, which relates to depnvations of liberty or property 
rights. See the DoJ memo, A-90-33, IV-G-70. 
281 Hearing of the Health and Environment Subcommittee of the ^uscEn^jmd 
cJ££ Corvee, Subject Clean Air Act, Witness, William Redly, Adnnmstrator, 
EPA, Federal News Service, November 14, 1991. 

282 id 
283 Id 

284 Ä Minimis Provision Dropped From Permit Rule, Environmental Reporter, 2/14/92, 

at 2363 atzjo^. . 
285 Smaii increase Should Not Trigger Review Group Says Supporting De Mimmis 
Provisions, Environmental Reporter, 2/21/92, p 2404. 

286 56 Fed. Reg. 21777, (1991). 
287 A1ni.BmPiw»m.v.Corffc 636 F.2d. 323, (D.C. Cir. 1979), held de rrdnmns 
excep^Sb^el^e in the face of the most unambiguous demonstrate of 

congressional intent to foreclose them." 
288 After the close of the public comment period Jury 15,1991, information «.nuuned m 
the S2 record is not helpful «s the forum in which the rulemabng d^on 
Is^couriSWd ftom the EPA to the Office of Management and Budget and Whtte 
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reviewing the rules. 
289 5tofe Environmentalists Say They May Sue EPA To Force CAAJermüReq  Made 
Ep/2  4/92 P. 8- States were becoming concerned that they would be unab^tcme« 
fZ villa 15 1993 requirement that their operating permits be m place  They were 
the November 15, 199* «V™ ^ legislative and regulatory changes 
reiving upon issuance of the hFA nnai nues iu sec«, m     &~ 
^would be necessary to implement a permit program m accordance with EPA 

requirements. . , 
290 BarIV M Hartman Acting Assistant Attorney CSeneral, U.S. Dol, Envrronment and 
NatSeso'uZ KAion, Memorandum For William K. Reüly, Adnmnstrator EPA, 
KS le«er .hough starred a«om ey *JP£** «. oburnedand 
offered by the NRDC placed into tie air docket by the NRDC at A-90 33, IV I. /u. 

291 EÄaMÄt »1 F2d. 1108 a. 1.13, (1987)  ^»^^f 
rir- doctrine may lead to regulation drat not only >s *"^?£*S££l ^ 
general cost benefit sense, but is also directly contrary to Ae pnmary ^^ J^ 
court stated, »Unless Congress has been been extemely "P^,^^ ° 
taxation of de mintois authority.» P'^f^T^F 2d «3^367' In 
Marion vend a gain of trivial ^^J^ZS^ltZ^ ** 
PiiTilic Citizen there was evidence that Congress was su n&iu, ^«' k^lfoc 

absolute rule seems less surprising concluded the court. 
292 See note 290 supra. 
293 ri,OT7rnn TI S A Inc v Natural Resmre« TVfense Counsel 467 U.S. 837, 81 

™Se departs consttucüon of. statutory scheme k is enttusted ,o »dnmnste,. 
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Tha mnrt noted that the briefs give the indication of a battle over policy that was lost in 

2 Xy^- * ^ «s- ™e "*had been propof" ^r%£L nTthe CaLr  dministratL in 1980 and modified by the incommg Reagan administration, 
f jSÄLtZ the proposed operating permit rule. Only in fl^ojuh«£**»» 
was changed to the satisfaction of industry, the re-proposal of the permit rule has been 
Z^te**A*to of environmentalists and state, Such policy arguments are 
more property addressed to legislators or administrators, not to judges. 
294 The fourth element, of section 502(bX6), "for expeditious review of permit actions, 
inchingRations, renewals, or revisions, and including an opportumty for ^dicial 
Tevfew fa State court of the final permit action by the applicant, ^y person who 
participated in the public comment process, and any other person who could obtam 
juS review ofthat action under applicable law. 42 U.S.C. 7661a(bX6). 
295 Element three, establishes a requirement »for publicjnotke, facfocfing; «ffinng an 
opportunity for public comment and a hearing, and," 42 U.S.C. 7661a(bX6). 
296 See note 293 supra. 
297 As EPA general counsel, Elliott had testified before Congress on May 1 1991m 
suppo^ of EIAS proposed interpretation of the operational flexibility provision and minor 

p"S modificatioPn regulation to implement it. ^^T^^^^IO 
Sunk in fairness, we ought to point out that ...section 5020*6) conssit of 8words10 
commas and nine subordinate clauses, now that might be clear as a ben to you, but there 
^aTaiTgW in it as far as I am concerned.» Regarding the ambiguities, Wilham 
Ls^^Ssistant Administrator for Air and Radiation stated, »Your reminded 
of Yogi Bena's statement, -youVe come to a fork m the road, take rt. 

298 see note 293, supra. 

299 42 U.S.C. 7661d(a). 
300 This inclusion was based on HemüeU*^JEPA 938 F.2d 276, 280-281, (IXC 
Cir 1991)  Hercules relied on the plain meaning to reject an attempt by EPAJo restrict 
interpretation of a statutory term Under Hercules, a court could determmethat a 
Sion in emissions allowable was a modification under section 505(a). Note: Hartman 
the author of the DoJ opinion was lead counsel m Hercules 
301 BMeJ^izer^Jtmmg, 831 F.2d 1108, (D.C. Cir. 1987). The ^ ««««edüje 
law hir^eaoftkmmS exceptions. They will be inferred except m fhe case of an 
uTambigous demonstration of Congressional intent to foreclose them The DoJ concluded 
that such an exemption would be available to support a mmo.-permit ™<f* 
proceudure, provided that the EPA made a showing that the benefit would be a trivial 
gain" under the Ala*™™« Power. 636 F.2d 360-. 
302 See Ass0idatM£a^^ 899 F2d. 1250,1261 (D.C Cir 1990). 

303 Bush Sides With Quayle Council on Dispute With EPA Over Clean Air Permit 
Notification, Environemental Reporter, 5/22/92. 

304 section 70.7, 57 Fed.Reg. 32280, (1992). 
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305 57 Fed.Reg 32250 - 32312, (July 21,1992) (Proposed for codification at 40 C.F.R ft 

70). 
306 preamble, H.A., 57 Fed Reg 32252, (1992). 

307 id. 

308 section 70.3(cXD, 57 Fed. Reg. 32298, (1992). 

309 A-90-33, V-C-l (7/24/92) p 2-17,18. 

310 Section 70.2, 57 Fed. Reg. 32297, (1992). 

311 Section 70.3(bX4Xi),(H), 57 Fed. Reg. 32298, (1992). 

312 Section 70.3(b), 57 Fed. Reg. 32297, (1992). 

313 56 Fed. Reg. 32263, (1991). 

314 Id. 

315 57 Fed. Reg. 32263 (1992). 

316 57 Fed. Reg. 32269, (1992). 

317 57 Fed. Reg. 32253, (1992). 

318 See argument articulated in comments submitted by state regulators, supra at 49. 

319 57 Fed.Reg. 32266, Preamble to 40 C.F.R ft. 70, (1991). 

320 57 Fed. Reg. 32266, (1991). 

321 A-90-33, V-C-I, p 6-17 (8/11/92). 

322 preamble, 57 Fed. Reg. 32267, (1992). 
323 EPA illustrates this point with an example. If the SIP limits emission to 5 

pounds/hour. A-90-33, V-C-l, p 6-18 - 6-20, (7/24/92). 

324 id. 

325 id. 
326 section 70 2(o) 56 Fed.Reg. 21768, (1991), defined flexible source operation as any 
change provided for in section 70.6(d), Flexible Source Operation. 

327 57 Fed.Reg 32297, (1992). 
328 Anolicable requirements are defined at 70.2, 57 Fed. Reg. 140, p. 32295, and 
idenmtd sSnda Requirements or regulations under the CAA that sources are required 
otähfcÄ Appticableir^lementaüonp^s 

Stportion^ 
section 110 CAA, or a federal implementation plan. 
329 Federally enforceable emissions limitations are limits placed on a «""P»^ 
that «££Hmits on the potential emissions, allowing the source to be considered mmor for 
that place hunts°* ^"" requkements of the Act. Several methods exist 
ITÄÄ^«^ UeEPAidentifiedfivemethodsof 
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„eating these limitations: (1) State f—/™ 
limits on sources, (2) operatmg lE^s

B
ba%d™f ^^»$£V

(3) thle v permits 
the SIP pursuant to criteria in 54 Fed. Reg. 27274 June 28  1989 JJJ t P^ 

i        -*,A MAQTP limit« fnr individual sources, (5) unnts ior rx^j-» (including general permits), (4)SIP hmits tor momauai v Memorandum, 
created through a State program approved pursuant t»sect on   12( 1). * 
Approaches to Creating Federally Enforceable *~ ^ft^ ^teloped 
Cnmlitv Planning and Standards, November 3, 1993. The EPA has ^ff™* f 

^c™ating federally enforceable ^^^^^^^.^L 
Surce categories, including auto body shops and swface co*«i See ^A Ga^jce^ 
State Rules for Optional Federally Enforceable Emission ^Based on Volatü      g 
Compound Use, EPA Air Quality Management Division, October 15, 1993. 

330 57 Fed. Reg. 32267, (1992). 

331 Id. 
332 Secti0n 70.4(bX12), 57 Fed. Reg. 32299, (1992). 

333 section 70.4<bX12Xi)> ^ Fed- Re§- 322"' (1"2)" 
334 57 Fed.Reg. 32299,(1992). 
335 section 70.4(bX12XiXB), 57 Fed.Reg. 32300, (1992). 

336 section 70.4(bX12Xü), 57 Fed.Reg.32300, (1992). 
337 A-90-33, V-C-l, EPA Resonse to Comments, (8/11/92) 6-18. 
338 section 70.4(bX12Xüi), 57 Fed.Reg.32300, (1992). 

use «d by Zrdkeeping and periodic reporting. State «rid develop protocols 
Z'ZL such as gas stations, printers, surface coaters and dry cleaner, 

340 57 Fed. Reg. 32269, (1992). 

341 Id. 

342 id. 

343 section 70.4(bX12Xüi), 57 Fed. Reg. 32300, (1992). 

344 id. 

345 A-90-33, V-C-l, (8/11/92) p. 6-21. 

346 section 70.4(bX12Xiü), 57 Fed. Reg. 32300, (1992). 

347 57 Fed. Reg. 32305, (1992). 

348 57 Fed. Reg. 32276, (1992). 

349 A-90-33, V-C-l, (8/11/92) p. 6-25. 

350 section 70.6(aX10), 57 Fed. Reg. 32305, (1992). 
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351 Preamble, 57 Fed. Reg. 32276, (1992). 
352 57 Fed. Reg. 32304,(1992). 
353 Preamble, 57 Fed. Reg. 32270, (1992). 
354 A-90-33, V-C-l, EPA Response to Comments, (7/24/92) p. 6-27. 
355 57 Fed. Reg. 32269, (1992). 
356 Section 70.6(dX3Xiv), 56 Fed. Reg. 21776, (1991). 
357 Section 70.4(bX14Xü), 57 Fed. Reg. 32300, (1992). 
358 Section 70.6(dX3), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
359 Section 70.6(dXlXv), 57 Fed.Reg. 32307, (1992). 
360 The preconstruction review permits must be authorized under an EPA approved 
program, provided such a program meets procedural requirements equrvalent to sections 
70.7, and 70.8, permit review by EPA and affected states, if the change were subject to 

review as a permit modification. 
361 A-90-33, V-C-l, EPA Response to Comments, (1992) p 7-6. 

362 A-90-33, V-C-l, EPA Response to Comments, (1992) p 7-5. 
363 CAA Section 112(g), Modifications, 42 USC 7412(g). 
364 Section 70.6(dX3Xüi), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
365 Section 70.7(eX2), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
366 Section 70.7(f), 56 Fed. Reg. 21777, (1991). 
367 See comments of Texaco text, supra p.49. 
368 Section 70.6(eX2), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
369 Section 70.7(eXl), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
370 Section 70.7(eX2), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
371 Applicable requirements is defined at section 70.2, 57 Fed. Reg. 32295, (1992). 
UndeTthis provision a source can not make a change that would violate emission control 
technology requirements, Le. MACT, NESHAP, reasonably available control technology 
limits (RACT) contained in a SIP, NSPS, best available control technology (B ACT), 
lowest acheivable emission reduction (LAER) or work practices established pursuant to a 

SIP. 
372 57 Fed Reg 32307 (1992). This section provides states discretion to use the mmor 
permit modification process for certain types of changes. From industry's perspective this 
provides the state with the exception which swallows the rule. 
373See40C.F.R§52.21(bX23). 
374 Section. 70.7(fX2), 56 Fed. Reg.21777, (1991). 
375 57 Fed. Reg. 32281, (1992). 
376 Section 70.7(eX2Xv), 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). 
377 Section 70.7(eX2XiX3), 57 Fed Reg. 32308, (1992). 
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378 Section 70.7(eX2Xüi),(iv), 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). 
379 id. 
380 Section 70.7(eX2Xv), 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). 
381 Section 70.7(eX2Xv), 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). 
382 See state regulators comments, text sipia^p. 49. 
383 Section 70.7(eX3), 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). 
384 A-90-33, V-C-l, EPAs Response to Comments, (7/24/92) p. 7-21. 
385 Section 70.7(eXiX3X 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). 
386 Section 70.7(eX3), 57 Fed. Reg. 32308, (1992). This provision was based on 
discussion in Alabama Power, supra note 287. 
387 Section 70.7(eX4), 57 Fed. Reg. 32309, (1992). 
388 Section 70.7(eX4Xi), Id. 
389 Section 70.7(eX4Xü), Id. 
390 Section 70.7(hXi), 57 Fed. Reg. 32309, (1992). 
391 Section 70.7(hX4), Id. 
392 Section 70.7(eX4), 57 Fed. Reg. 32309 (1992). 
393 Clean Air Implementation Project v. EPA. (D.C. Cir.) docket no. 92-1303, 
(11/12/92). After CAIP filed its petition for review of the operating permit regulation, 
environmental organizations including NRDC, Sierra Club and Environmental Defense 
Fund filed motions to intervene. Additional industry intervenors included MVMA, 
Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association. States then intervened. Issues 
identified as a basis for the action incude whether the final rule's operational flexibility are 
lawfully limited in accordance with the CAA This can be viewed in the nature of a 
premptive strike by industry, allowing it to stay involved in the settlement process. Most 
sophisticated industry commenters had defended the Bush Administration proposal intialry 
by noting that the statute was not clear as to exactly what was required, thus leaving the 
Administrator with discretion to implement the operational flexibility. 
394 During the rulemaking phase, the CAIP stated it was of the utmost importance that 
EPA not restrict the minor permit amendment authority more than it was so already. See 
A-90-33, IV-D-204. 
395 EPA Proposal to Revise FlexibiKlty Provisions in Permit Rule, reprinted in Clean Air 
Report, 4/7/94, p 3, 4, and 28-32. 
396 On Jury 7, 19941 spoke with Mr. Roger Powell, project manager, USEPA, Air and 
Radiation, Research Triangle, North Carolina, regarding the reproposal of the operational 
flexibility component of part 70. Mr. Powell advised that an EPA "Whhepaper" working 
draft of the reproposal had inadvertently been released and "gotten out" of EPA This 
prompted EPA to issue the March 21, 1994 draft for public notice which appeared in 
among other publications, BNA Environmental Reporter. Powell advised his staff was 
working on the draft for the Administrator to sign as we spoke and that it would then take 
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several weeks to get something published in the Federal Register. There would be changes 
from the draft as released but they would be relatively minor. Provisions involving major 
source determinations, applicable pollutants, and requirements were not going to change. 
The reproposal will go through the rulemaking process, complete with pubhc comment 
before becoming final. After approximately a year or so given past experience, the rule 
will become final. States will be given additional time to modiiy their programs to bring 
them into compliance with the modified operational flexibility provision. Those with 
programs based on the final rule will be able to obtain interium status but will have two 
years to modify their programs to comply with the reproposal 
397 State Operating Permit Programs, 57 Fed. Reg. 32295, (7/21/92). 
398 Section 70.2, Part 70 Operating Permit Regulations, Proposed Changes, 
Redline/Strikeout Version, (7/8/94). 
399 Section 70.2, Part 70 Operating Permit Regulations, Proposed Changes, 
Redline/Strikeout Version, (7/8/94). 
400 56 Fed. Reg. 21746,(1991). 
401 A-90-33, V-C-l, EPA Response to Comments, (8/11/92) p 7-20. 
402 Section 70.2, Part 70 Operating Permit Regulations, Proposed Changes, 
Redline/Strikeout Version, (7/8/94). (hereinafter cited as Reproposal). 
403 EPA Operating Permits Program, Proposed rule revisions, obtained from the EPA 
bulletin board, (7/13/94). This document does not discuss the changes to the permit 
modification procedures. It focuses on changes that will have to be made to the menum 
approval procedures because state programs that have already been «PP™^^?™* e 

required to be submitted to EPA 11/15/93, will no longer comply with the EPA permit 
program in its latest version for reproposal 
404 H^'I^Tnc v EPA. 938 F2d. 280, (1991). The court held that where statutory 
language is plain, the sole function of a court is to enforce it according to its own terms. 
Thus the court refused to allow EPA to read a restricting limitation into a statutory term 

by regulation. 
405 Reproposal section 70.2. This definition is not new as it was included ^JtFJ^ 
explanation of major source in EPAs Response to Comments Document, A-90-33, V-L-i. 
406 Reproposal section 70.7(e) 
407 Reproposal section 70.7(eXlXi-v) 
408 Reproposal section 70.7(eXlXv)- 
409 Reproposal section 70.7(eX3XiXA)-(D). 
410 Reproposal section 70.7(eX3XiXü)- 
411Id.atsection70.7(eX3Xv). 
412 Reproposal section 70.7(eXlXvi)- 
413 Section 70.7(dXv), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307, (1992). 
414 Reproposal section 70.7(eX4XiXAMD). 
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415 Reproposal section 70.7(eX4XiXD). 
416 CAA section 503(c), 42 U.S.C. 7661b(c). 
417 Reproposal section 70.7(eX4XüXB). 
418 Id. at section 70.7(eX4XuXD). 
419 Id. at section 70.7(eX4Xüi). 
420 Id. at section 70.7(eX4Xiv). 
421 Id. 
422 Id. at section 70.7(eX4Xv). 
423 Reproposal section 70.7(eXlXvü)- 
424 Sekz, Director Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Memo-Title V Program 
Approval Criteria for Section 112 Activities, U.S. EPA, (4/13/93), Atch 5. 
425 Reproposal section 70.7(eX5). 
426 Id. at section 70.7(eX5XiXD)- 
427 Reproposal section 70.7(fXl). 
428 Reproposal section 70.7(fX2XiXD)- 
429 EPA Outline For A Proposal To Revise The Flexibility Provisons of The Permit Rule, 
3/21/94, reprinted in Environmental Reporter, (4/5/94) at p. E-2. 
430 Reproposal section 70.7(fX2Xii). 
431 Note 429, supra at E-6. 
432 Section 112(g), 42 U.S.C. 7412(g). The de minimis increases will be set in 
regulations enacted by EPA pursuant to this section. 
433 Reproposal section 70.7(fX2XüiXAX2). 
434 Reproposal section 70.7(fX2XiiiXBXl)- 
435 Reproposal section 70.7(fX3XiXA)-(D). 
436 Reproposal section 70.7(fX3Xü)- 
437 Reproposal section 70.7(fX3Xiii). 
438 Reproposal section 70.7(fX3XivXA). 
439 Reproposal section 70.7(fX3XivXB). 
440 Reproposal section 70.7(fX3Xvii). 
441 Reproposal section 70.7(fX2Xviii). 
442 Reproposal section 70.7(gXlXB). 
443 Reproposal section 70.7(gXlXB). 
444 Reproposal section 70.7(gXlXC). 
445 Reproposal section 70.7(gX2X(E). 
446 Reproposal section 70.7(gX3). 
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447 Reproposal section 70.7(gX5). 
448 Reproposal section 70.7(gX5XiXQ. 
449 Reproposal section 70.7(gX7). 
450 Reproposal section 70.7(gX2). 
451 Reproposal section 70.7(h). 
452 Section 70.4(bX12Xi), 57 Fed. Reg. 32307 (1992). 
453 Note 451 supra. 
454 Reproposal section 70.4(bX12Xüi)- 
455 40 C F R Part 70 Operating Permit Regulation, Proposed Changes, Redline/Strikeout 
Vesrion of Part 70, (7/8/94) as obtained from the EPA Bulletin Board, 7/13/94. 
456 Reproposal section 70.4(bX12Xü). 
457 A-90-33, V-C-l, (8/11/92) p. 6-21. 
458 Reproposal section 70.6(aX9) 
459 Note, doubtless with the support of the post office. 
460 Continuous Emissions Monitoring (CEM), equipment used to sample, analyze, 
measure and provide on a continuous basis a permanent record, is defined at Section 
402(7) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 7651a(7). 
46142U.S.C. 7661f(g). 
462 EPA Proposal to Revise Flexibiity Provisions in Permit Rule, 3/21/94, reprinted at 

Clean Air Report, 4/7/94, p 30,31. 
463 42 U.S.C. 765lk(a). 
464 Enhanced Monitoring Program, 58 Fed. Reg. 54648, (to be codified at 40 CFR pts 
40, 51,52, 60,61, and 64. 
465 Note 462 supra, p. 30. 
466 Section 70.4(bX12X0, 57 Fed. Reg. 32299 (1992). 
467 Reproposal section 70.4(bX14XiXB), to be codified at 40 C.F.R 70. 
468 Reproposal section 70.4(bX14XvüXB), to be codified at 40 C.F.R. 70. 
469 Reproposal section 70.4(bX14Xv), to be codified at 40 C.F.R 70. 
470 CAA sections 113(b),(d), 42 U.S.C. 7413(b),(d) allow EPA to assess penalties 
through the civil judicial process or administratively. The EPA can assess penalties of 
$25,000 per day for each day of violation. 
471 Reproposal section 70.4(bXHXäi), to be codified at 40 C.F.R Pt. 70. 
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